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About AddÉnergie 1 

AddÉnergie Technologies Inc. (AddÉnergie) was founded in 2009 and is a North American 2 

leader in electric vehicle (EV) charging solutions with operations in British Columbia, Québec, 3 

Ontario and California. AddÉnergie delivers an average of over 100,000 charging sessions per 4 

month, including 10,000 fast charging sessions, and has manufactured over 4,500 charging 5 

stations, including 150 fast chargers. AddÉnergie owns and operates FLO, which we understand 6 

to be Canada's largest EV charging network, and which has more than 30,000 users.  7 

AddÉnergie also supplies EV charging infrastructure and network operation services to third 8 

party networks such as the Electric Circuit (Québec) and eCharge Network (New Brunswick) as 9 

well as to private companies. AddÉnergie has a head office in Québec and regional offices in 10 

Vancouver, Montreal, Mississauga and San Francisco. 11 

Overview of AddÉnergie Submission 12 

AddÉnergie thanks the British Columbia Utilities Commission (the Commission or the BCUC) for 13 

its leadership on the matters covered by this inquiry and for the opportunity to provide 14 

submissions in support of the Commission's consideration of the regulation of EV charging 15 

services in British Columbia. AddÉnergie also thanks the Commission for extending the deadline 16 

to file evidence. 17 

AddÉnergie has arranged its detailed submissions in accordance with the questions posed by 18 

the Commission in its order number G-19-18. AddÉnergie's high-level position on these 19 

questions is as follows: 20 

(i) Direct current fast charger (DCFC) and multi-unit residential building (MURB) home 21 

charging are unlikely to be widely and comprehensively deployed in British 22 

Columbia without public utility involvement because of the current economic 23 

barriers facing charging providers and still-emerging demand for EV charging in 24 

many parts of the province. Curbside public charging faces similar cost and also 25 

regulatory challenges that are likely to inhibit its widespread deployment.  26 

(ii) The economic barriers faced by DCFC and MURB charging operators and economic 27 

and regulatory barriers faced by curbside charging operators are likely to inhibit 28 

adoption of EVs by many British Columbians, who seek a comprehensive provincial 29 

EV charging network, which in turn is likely reduce the demand for public charging, 30 
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creating a classic "chicken and egg" barrier to achieving the province of British 1 

Columbia's vehicle electrification and clean transportation objectives. 2 

(iii) Allowing utilities to ratebase charging infrastructure is an appropriate response to 3 

this barrier so long as it create a comprehensive and robust charging network that 4 

achieves quality standards. 5 

(iv) To promote the future development of a competitive market for DCFC and other 6 

forms of public charging, AddÉnergie suggests the Commission consider: (i) 7 

confirming that entities that are not public utilities may provide public EV charging 8 

services without BCUC regulation; and (ii) providing a special rate for electricity 9 

supply to all DCFC operators that does not include demand charges. 10 

1. Do EV charging stations operate in a competitive environment in BC or are they a 11 

natural monopoly service? 12 

AddÉnergie submits that significant economic barriers create an uncompetitive market for the 13 

following three types of charging in British Columbia: (i) public DCFCs, which provide a rapid 14 

charge using high voltage and amperage (480V DC input) and can deliver approximately 95 15 

kilometers to 130 kilometers of range in 30 minutes; (ii) on-street (curbside) chargers, which 16 

allow people to charge at the curb and are ideal for users who do not have home charging and 17 

park on the street or for visitors from out of town, typically at a Level 2 charging level using 18 

240V or 208V AC and delivering between 16 kilometers to 32 kilometers of range per hour of 19 

charging; and (iii) private chargers in many existing MURBs, such as stratas and apartment 20 

buildings.  21 

(i) High Costs and Concerns Over Consumer Demand Reduce Supply of DCFC  22 

Private investors are unlikely to invest in public DCFCs at the scale required to permit 23 

comprehensive provincial coverage because they are unlikely to recover costs within 10 years 24 

based on current capital expenditure costs and electricity demand charges under BC Hydro's 25 

and Fortis BC's current rate structures.  26 

AddÉnergie has provided a Generic DCFC Financial Model (the Generic Model, attached as 27 

Appendix A) based on BC Hydro's and FortisBC's respective commercial rates
1
 to illustrate how 28 

a standard DCFC is likely to perform under different charging scenarios. There are relatively 29 

                                                        

1
 See Appendices B and C for BC Hydro's and FortisBC's commercial rates, respectively. 
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limited scenarios in which a station is likely to recover costs within a decade under the current 1 

BC Hydro general service business rate or Fortis BC commercial rates even assuming a $20/hour 2 

cost of charging, which is double the rate used in Québec's Electric Circuit,2 Canada's most 3 

advanced EV charging network, and assuming no cost of capital (i.e., that projects are financed 4 

at 0% interest). 5 

This issue is compounded by growing, but still modest, levels of EV adoption throughout much 6 

of British Columbia. Because most EV users charge primarily at home, then at work, and only to 7 

a limited extent at public charging stations, actual use of public charging stations tends to be 8 

relatively low as a percentage of total hours charged or charging sessions.3 This means private 9 

investors are unlikely to risk the significant capital required to create DCFC stations in areas of 10 

the province where they are likely to face low demand. The Generic Model illustrates that 11 

chargers are unlikely to recover costs if they do not have significant consumer uptake (more 12 

than 9 users per day under BC Hydro's rate structure and more than 7 users under Fortis BC's 13 

rate schedule, assuming a $20/hour charging cost).4 14 

The challenge created by these barriers to investment is that consumers are unlikely to adopt 15 

EVs in the large numbers required to change the demand for public DCFCs until a robust and 16 

dependable network of public DCFCs exists to allow consumer to take longer trips (e.g., to 17 

recreational properties or meetings in other cities). EV users tend to value the availability of a 18 

robust public charging network very highly in choosing to adopt EVs, even though actual 19 

charging data in multiple high-EV-adoption jurisdictions shows that most EV users charge at 20 

home the vast majority of time.5 This is likely because prospective EV users seek the flexibility 21 

of knowing they could go on a long trip, even if they will not often go on such trips. This 22 

challenge creates a potentially temporary, but still significant, barrier to the widespread 23 

adoption of EVs and the development of a robust market for public DCFCs in British Columbia.  24 

                                                        
2 See Appendix D for more information. 
3 This charging behaviour has been observed in a number of jurisdictions leading in EV adoption, for example the 

countries of Norway and Sweden, where public charging is a distant third behind home and workplace charging. 

See International Energy Agency, Nordic EV Outlook 2018: Insights form leaders in electric mobility (France: 

International Energy Agency, 2017) at pages 41-43. Attached at Appendix E. 
4 See Appendix A.  
5 See Appendix E at pages 41-43. 
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(ii) Curbside Charging 1 

Curbside or "on-street" charging is an important charging option for British Columbians who are 2 

unable to charge their EVs at home, such as those who live in many old stratas. While curbside 3 

charging is typically less expensive to install than a typical DCFC, it needs a high degree of 4 

municipal and utility coordination, since it requires: (i) the dedication of specific municipally-5 

controlled parking spaces for EV charging; (ii) installation of electric vehicle supply equipment 6 

(EVSE) on or beside municipal sidewalks or on municipally-controlled roads; and (iii) connection 7 

directly to utility or municipal electrical infrastructure. It is unlikely to attract widespread 8 

private investment for these reasons.  9 

(iii) Multi-Unit Residential Buildings 10 

High capital costs and other challenges also dissuade many potential users across North 11 

America from installing EVSE in older multi-unit residential communities (such as stratas). 12 

Challenges can include: (i) the cost of building electrical upgrades; (ii) labour and material costs 13 

associated with running wiring from electrical rooms or subpanels to individual parking spaces; 14 

and (iii) governance challenges. For these reasons, many MURB residents in older buildings face 15 

barriers to installation that are so significant that they do not have access to a competitive 16 

market for EV charging services because there is no affordable option for installation. Strata 17 

residents facing unaffordable installation costs are particularly exposed to competitiveness 18 

issues associated with public charging. 19 

2. Are the customers of EV charging stations captive or do they have a choice? 20 

AddÉnergie submits that customers of EV charging stations do not currently have access to a 21 

competitive EVSE market in many areas of British Columbia. For the reasons set out above, 22 

many areas of British Columbia are undersupplied with DCFC and on-street charging, meaning 23 

there is no or very limited choice in the selection of public charging stations. This undersupply is 24 

likely to especially impact EV users who are on long trips (i.e., greater than their car's range, 25 

such as inter-municipal travel) and EV users who are not able to access home charging, such as 26 

MURB residents in older buildings that are expensive to retrofit with EV chargers. 27 
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3. Should the Commission regulate the services provided by EV charging stations? What 1 

are the benefits and detriments to such regulation? 2 

(a) Stations Owned By Persons Who are Not Public Utilities Should Not Be Regulated 3 

AddÉnergie submits that the major barrier to EV charging station competitiveness is that British 4 

Columbia lacks a comprehensive network of charging stations and that one is unlikely to be 5 

developed by private investment alone. When charging stations have been built by an entity 6 

that is not a public utility, the stations are contributing to the eventual development of a 7 

competitive market. There is therefore no need for the Commission to regulate the recovery of 8 

costs between the non-public utility station owner and the end user. In fact, such regulation 9 

would likely serve to slow the development of a competitive market for public EV charging 10 

services in British Columbia.  11 

Providing clear guidance on this point is likely to support the installation of public charging 12 

stations across British Columbia by non-public utility actors and to increase the chances that the 13 

market for public charging services across the province will become competitive in the future. It 14 

will also reduce unnecessary administrative burdens on the BCUC by avoiding the time and cost 15 

associated with multiple additional parties seeking approval for EVSE rate plans at the BCUC.  16 

Finally, it will allow and encourage innovation in rate setting by non-public utility participants, 17 

allowing the private market to develop structures that work for a wide variety of users and to 18 

experiment with regional variations.  19 

Other utility regulatory bodies or their supporting staff have reach a similar conclusion. For 20 

example, board staff at the Ontario Energy Board (OEB) concluded that the ownership or 21 

operation of an EV charging station, and the selling of EV charging services from that facility, do 22 

not constitute distribution or retailing electricity and do not require regulation by the OEB.6  23 

(b) Provincial Sales Tax Impacts 24 

As the Commission is aware, provincial sales tax (PST) levied on the provision of electricity is 25 

lower than on other services in British Columbia.7 In making its order under this proceeding, 26 

                                                        
6 Ontario Energy Board, "Staff Bulletin re: Electric Vehicle Charging" (Toronto: Ontario Energy Board, 2017). 

Attached at Appendix F. 
7 British Columbia, "Provincial Sales Tax (PST) Bulletin: Energy, Energy Conservation and the ICE Fund Tax" (British 

Columbia, 2017) at page 5. Attached at Appendix G. 
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AddÉnergie requests that the Commission provide a clear statement as to whether EV charging 1 

services constitute the purchase of electricity consistent with the Commission's other findings 2 

in this inquiry.  3 

(c) Stations Owned by Public Utilities 4 

AddÉnergie understands that some rate regulation would be required to permit the recovery of 5 

some or all of a public utility's costs of installation and operation in situations where a public 6 

utility is permitted to ratebase public EVSE or residential EVSE. AddÉnergie provides further 7 

submissions on ratebasing in Section 6. 8 

4. Should the rate design of EV charging stations be established under a public utility’s 9 

traditional cost of service model or some other model? And within that context, what 10 

are the customer pricing options (e.g. energy-based rate vs. time-based rate)? 11 

(a) Consumer Rates: Time-Based Public Charging  12 

AddÉnergie submits that public-facing rates for DCFC operated by public utilities should be 13 

based on time spent charging as a matter of compliance with Canadian federal law. 14 

Measurement Canada requires that charging stations that sell electricity on the basis of energy 15 

(kWh) or time-related demand (kW) use meters of a type approved by Measurement Canada.8 16 

AddÉnergie has confirmed that as of March 6, 2018, Measurement Canada has not certified any 17 

commercially available DCFC device to bill on the basis of energy (kWh) or time-related demand 18 

(kW).9   19 

In some scenarios a per-session charging rate may be more appropriate, for example Level 2 20 

charging in which there is no anticipated wait for EVSE access and therefore limited or no 21 

reason to encourage parking space turnover. A per-session charging rate is unlikely to be 22 

appropriate for DCFC fast charging, where incentivizing turnover of a charging space to allow 23 

other EV users to charge is a priority.  24 

                                                        
8 Measurement Canada, "Electric vehicle charging stations" (Ottawa: Measurement Canada, 2017). Available 

online: https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/mc-mc.nsf/eng/lm04839.html. Attached at Appendix H. 
9 Email from Paul Rivers to Daniel Mailloux re: Electric Vehicle Charters – Regulatory Requirements (March 6, 

2018). Attached at Appendix I. 
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(b) Consumer Rates: Dependability and Quality 1 

AddÉnergie submits that the dependability and quality of public charging services provided to 2 

the consumer should be a central consideration in rate setting. Providing quality equipment, 3 

maintenance, monitoring and timely repairs is essential to building consumer trust and to avoid 4 

safety and convenience concerns that can result from consumers being stranded at low-quality 5 

or inadequately maintained charging infrastructure. Quality and dependability can be 6 

supported both by: (i) approving utility rates sufficient to cover appropriate infrastructure and 7 

operating costs; and (ii) providing performance standards against which investments in public 8 

charging will be measured. Potential performance metrics provided for the Commission's 9 

consideration are included under Section 7, below. 10 

5. Should the EV charging station service rate be based on a public utility’s existing 11 

wholesale or commercial retail rate or some other rate? 12 

AddÉnergie submits that public utilities and private market participants should face the same 13 

input prices for electricity used in charging to avoid unnecessarily limiting competition in the 14 

market for public charging services in British Columbia. If utilities are not paying for their input 15 

electricity at retail prices, the same treatment should be afforded to any other providers.  16 

The Commission can support the development of DCFC public charging by providing a demand 17 

charge-free charging rate. This approach has been used in Québec in a 5-year pilot (the Québec 18 

BR rate)
10

 and has substantially reduced some of the economic barriers to providing public 19 

DCFC charging. The Generic Model attached at Appendix A illustrates how a cost model without 20 

demand charges can improve the number of charging scenarios (i.e., by increasing the number 21 

of daily DCFC users) in which a DCFC charging host can recover its reasonable capital and 22 

operational cost expenses within 10 years.
11

 While removing demand charges is unlikely to 23 

immediately create a competitive market for public charging services in British Columbia, doing 24 

so could shorten the time before a competitive market for public DCFC develops. 25 

                                                        

10
 See Appendix J. 

11
 Assuming a $20/hour charging fee. 
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6. Should public utilities include EV charging stations in their regulated rate base or 1 

through a separate non-regulated entity? 2 

AddÉnergie submits that allowing utilities to ratebase the capital and operational costs 3 

associated with public DCFC and curbside and MURB residential charging provides the best 4 

means to increase the availability of quality charging options for all British Columbians. A 5 

competitive market serving all British Columbians is unlikely to develop without significant 6 

utility investment.  7 

AddÉnergie submits that allowing utility ratebasing is a justifiable intervention by the BCUC to 8 

achieve the province's transportation electrification and environmental objectives. The BCUC 9 

may wish to consider setting a defined period for reviewing its decision in this proceeding to 10 

determine whether market forces have changed.  11 

7. If public utilities provide EV charging services within their regulated business, is there a 12 

risk of cross subsidization from other rate classes to support this new service and if so, 13 

is the proposed rate design potentially unduly discriminatory? 14 

AddÉnergie supports the BCUC's robust regulatory oversight process for utility ratebasing and 15 

investment decisions and believes that BC's utilities can develop appropriate business cases to 16 

support their proposed public charging investments. BCUC may find it useful to require that 17 

these business cases: 18 

• require the development of demand estimates based on current and forecast EV 19 

demand; 20 

• provide for the development of a comprehensive network of public charging that 21 

contains appropriate charging infrastructure for current and anticipated EV users 22 

and appropriately serves all anticipated provincial users; and 23 

• contain appropriate performance metrics that recognize the importance of 24 

dependability and quality in public charging infrastructure to EV users. 25 

Some factors that AddÉnergie has found useful for measuring dependability and quality include: 26 

• network reliability; 27 

• mean time to repair (MTTR) faults at stations; 28 

• availability of 24/7 customer support; 29 
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• quality of installation; 1 

o well identified signage; 2 

o quality civil work (accessibility, concrete, bollards etc.); and 3 

o protective maintenance on-site; 4 

• scalability of services as on-site demand grows; and 5 

• interoperability (meaning roaming is permitted from one network to the other). 6 

In addition to direct costs and benefits, providing adequate public charging benefits: (i) all 7 

ratepayers by providing them with infrastructure that will allow them to adopt EVs; (ii) 8 

residents in MURBs and other buildings without realistic access to home charging, who would 9 

otherwise typically find it impractical to adopt EVs;  and (iii) all ratepayers in British Columbia by 10 

supporting the province of British Columbia's environmental objectives.  11 

8. Further comments 12 

In addition to services related to provision of EV charging discussed above, public utilities have 13 

an important role to play in facilitating non-utility provision of public and residential charging. 14 

This includes: 15 

• providing connection infrastructure to the distribution grid to supply charging 16 

stations in the workplace and commercial parking lots;  17 

• supporting the deployment of EVSE at home;  18 

• factoring in EVSE in conservation and demand management programs to support 19 

appropriate charging behavior and times in residential and workplace charging; and 20 

• supporting the deployment of DCFC by permitting multiple electrical meters per site 21 

and per address (based on the number of DCFC being deployed). 22 
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(

(

Overview'of'Generic'DCFC'Financial'Model'1(

This(overview(of(AddÉnergie's( generic(direct( current( fast( charger( (DCFC)( financial(model( (the(2(
Generic'Model)1(is(organized(as(follows:(3(

(1)! Impacts(of(Demand(Charges(on(DCFC;(4(
(2)!DCFC(user(clustering(and(wait(times;((5(
(3)!Use(of(timeSbased(charging;(and(6(
(4)!Findings.(7(

(1)! Impacts'of'Demand'Charges'on'DCFC'8(

The(Generic(Model(includes(sample(calculations(for(three(scenarios(to(illustrate(the(barriers(DCFC(9(
operators(face(to(market(entry:((10(

•! Scenario(1:(Current(generic(DCFC(stations(under(the(BC(Hydro(rate(structure;((11(
•! Scenario(2:(Current(generic(DCFC(stations(under(the(Fortis(BC(rate(structure;(and((12(
•! Scenario(3:(A(hypothetical(charging(station(without(demand(charges.((13(

The( Generic( Model( is( generated( based( on( AddÉnergie's( experience( of( user( behaviour( and(14(
electrical(cost(information(from(BC(Hydro's(website,2(Fortis(BC's(website3(and(Québec's(Régie(de(15(
l'energie's( BR( Rate.4( We( have( included( assumptions( and( explanations( in( the( attached( Excel(16(
spreadsheet,(which(is(provided(as(a(live(document(to(allow(BCUC(members(and(other(intervenors(17(
to(explore(and(alter(assumptions(and(links.((18(

(2)!DCFC'User'Clustering'and'Wait'Times'19(

The(Generic(Model(adds(a(new(DCFC(unit(after(10(daily(charging(events.(AddÉnergie's(experience(20(
suggests(that(users(tend(to(use(public(DCFC(stations(to(charge(at(similar(times,(which(has(the(21(
effect(of(increasing(wait(times.(Offering(pricing(incentives(can(shift(loads(to(some(degree,(but(still(22(
tends(to(lead(to(additional(user(clustering(at(the(beginning(of(the(incentivized(times,(rather(than(23(
a(smooth(distribution(at(stations(throughout(the(day.(24(

AddÉnergie's(experience(also(suggests(that(typical(users(tend(to(use(public(DCFC(on(our(network(25(
for(approximately(20(minutes(per(charge.(Complaints(increase(dramatically(if(users(have(to(wait(26(
for:((i)(more(than(two(users(to(charge(ahead(of(them(or((ii)(more(than(forty(minutes.(A(typical(27(
Canadian(public(DCFC(unit(is(generally(able(to(accommodate(up(to(10(twentySminute(charging(28(

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
1(The(Generic(Model(has(been(filed(separately(in(the(Excel(spreadsheet(entitled("(AddÉnergie(Appendix(A(Generic(
Model".(
2(See(Appendix(B.(
3(See(Appendix(C.(
4(See(Appendix(J.(
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(

sessions(per(day(before(user(complaints(over(wait(times(rise(to(a(level(that(is(unacceptable(to(1(

most(charging(station(hosts.(AddÉnergie's(Generic(Model(therefore(provides(for(an(additional(2(

DCFC(unit(after(10(daily(charging(events(as(a(result(of(these(complaints.(3(

(3)!Use'of'TimeDBased'Charging'4(

The(Generic(Model(uses(timeSbased(billing.((Measurement(Canada's(public(guidance(on(the(sale(5(

of(electricity(states(that(electricity(sold(on(the(basis(of(energy(must(use(a(Measurement(CanadaS6(

approved(meter.
5
(AddÉnergie(confirmed(prior(to(this(submission(that(Measurement(Canada(has(7(

not( certified(any(commerciallySavailable(DCFC(devices( to(bill(based(on(energy( (kWh)(or( timeS8(

related(demand((kW).
6
(9(

An( alternative( approach( that( can( be( Measurement( CanadaScompliant( is( perSsession( billing,(10(

namely(billing(for(each(charging(event.(AddÉnergie's(experience(suggests(that(timeSbased(billing(11(

is(preferable(to(perSsession(billing(for(DCFC(because(timeSbased(billing(incentivizes(efficient(turnS12(

over(at(and(use(of(public(DCFC(stations,(helping(to(alleviate(clustering(and(wait(time(issues.(13(

(4)!Findings'14(

A( station( host( is( likely( to( face( serious( challenges( recovering( its( basic( capital( and( operating(15(

expenditures( within( 10( years( under( Scenarios( 1( and( 2,( even( assuming( that( it( does( not( face(16(

financing(costs(to(cover(its(capital(investment.(17(

Scenario(3(illustrates(how(a(change(in(rates(charged(to(public(DCFC(following(the(model(adopted(18(

for( a( 5( year( pilot( by( Québec's( Régie( de( l'energie( (the( Québec( BR( Rate)( could( provide(more(19(

favourable((though(still(challenging)(economics(for(public(station(hosts.(Compared(to(Scenarios(20(

1(and(2,(a(more(EVSsupportive(rate(structure(that(removes(demand(charges(could(significantly(21(

increase(the(number(of(charging(scenarios(in(which(a(site(host(could(recover(its(basic(capital(and(22(

operating(expenses.(23(

The( Generic(Model( uses( a( $20/hour( user( fee,( which( is( double( the( $10/hour( fee( charged( in(24(

Québec's(Electric(Circuit,(the(most(advanced(charging(network(in(Canada.
7
(If(a(lower(rate(is(used,(25(

the(time(required(to(achieve(cost(recovery(increases(substantially(under(all(three(scenarios.((26(

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
5
(See(Appendix(H.(

6
(See(Appendix(I.(

7
(See(Appendix(D.(
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For business customers, the rate that you're charged for electricity will depend on your annual peak demand and

total annual energy usage.

Small General ServiceGeneral

Medium General ServiceGeneral

Large General ServiceGeneral

Exempt General Service Rate for Rate Zone 1BGeneral

The Small General Service rate is for business customers with an annual peak demand less than 35 kW. TheyGeneral

receive service under rate schedules 1300, 1301, 1310, or 1311 of the Electric Tariff. Knowing how to read your

Small General Service billGeneral  is a good way to manage your electricity usage.

Business customers in the District of Bella Bella (Rate Zone 1B) with an annual peak demand less than 35 kW

also receive service under this rate.

Basic Charge

A small, daily charge that partially covers the fixed

cost of services for things such as metering and

billing.

$0.3312 per day.

Energy Charge $0.1139 per kWh.

Minimum Charge
$0.3312 per day.

Equal to Basic Charge.

Discounts

1.5% on entire bill if electricity is metered at primary

potential.

$0.25 per kW if customer supplies transformation

from a primary to a secondary potential.

If eligible for both, the 1.5% discount is applied first.

Rate Rider

The Rate Rider covers additional and unpredictable

energy costs resulting from, for example, low water

inflows or higherthanforecast market prices.

5% Rate Rider applied to all charges before taxes

and levies.
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Transmission Rates

Zone II Rates

About our rates
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As of April 1, 2017, the Medium General Service (MGS) rate has changed. General Learn more about the new MGS rate.

The Medium General Service rate is for business customers with an annual peak demand between 35 and 150General

kW, and that use less than 550,000 kWh of electricity per year. They receive service under rate schedules 1500,

1501, 1510, or 1511 of the Electric Tariff. Knowing how to read your Medium General Service Rate billGeneral  is a good

way to manage your electricity usage.

Basic Charge

A small, daily charge that partially covers the fixed

cost of services for things such as metering and

billing.

$0.2429 per day.

Demand Charge

The rate electricity is used, typically measured in

kilowatts (kW). Peak demand is the highest rate of

electricity use during a period of time.

$4.92 per kW.

Energy Charge $0.0880 per kWh.

Minimum Charge

A charge that covers the costs of maintaining our

equipment year round for customers with high

electricity usage in the winter but low electricity

usage in summer.

Equal to 50% of the highest Demand Charge during

the previous November 1 to March 31 period. The

Basic Charge, Energy Charge, and Demand Charge

are replaced by the Minimum Charge if their sum is

less than this amount.

Power Factor Surcharge

A measure of efficiency, and the ratio of usable

power (kW) to reactive power (kVar) in a circuit. It

varies between 0 and 1, and is normally given as a

percentage (1 to 100%). We apply a power factor

surcharge to business customers whose power factor

drops below 90%.

Learn more about power factor

Applicable if power factor is below 90%.

Discounts

1.5% on entire bill if electricity is metered at primary

potential.

$0.25 per kW if customer supplies transformation

from a primary to a secondary potential.

If eligible for both, the 1.5% discount is applied first.

Rate Rider

The Rate Rider covers additional and unpredictable

energy costs resulting from, for example, low water

inflows or higherthanforecast market prices.

5% Rate Rider applied to all charges before taxes

and levies.

 

As of April 1, 2017, the Large General Service (LGS) rate has changed. General Learn more about the new LGS rate.

The Large General Service rate is for business customers with an annual peak demand of at least 150 kW, or thatGeneral

use more than 550,000 kWh of electricity per year. They receive service under rate schedules 1600, 1601, 1610,

or 1611 of the Electric Tariff. Knowing how to read your Large General Service Rate billGeneral  is a good way to manage

your electricity usage.

Basic Charge

A small, daily charge that partially covers the fixed

cost of services for things such as metering and

billing.

$0.2429 per day

https://www.bchydro.com/accounts-billing/rates-energy-use/electricity-rates/business-rates/new-business-rates.html
https://www.bchydro.com/about/planning_regulatory/tariff_filings.html
https://www.bchydro.com/accounts-billing/bill-payment/bill-details.html
https://www.bchydro.com/accounts-billing/rates-energy-use/electricity-rates/power-factor.html
https://www.bchydro.com/accounts-billing/rates-energy-use/electricity-rates/business-rates/new-business-rates.html
https://www.bchydro.com/about/planning_regulatory/tariff_filings.html
https://www.bchydro.com/accounts-billing/bill-payment/bill-details.html
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Demand Charge

The rate electricity is used, typically measured in

kilowatts (kW). Peak demand is the highest rate of

electricity use during a period of time.

$11.21 per kW.

Energy Charge $0.0550 per kWh 

Minimum Charge

A charge that covers the costs of maintaining our

equipment year round for customers with high

electricity usage in the winter but low electricity

usage in summer.

Equal to 50% of the highest Demand Charge during

the previous November 1 to March 31 period. The

Basic Charge, Energy Charge, and Demand Charge

are replaced by the Minimum Charge if their sum is

less than this amount.

Power Factor Surcharge

A measure of efficiency, and the ratio of usable

power (kW) to reactive power (kVar) in a circuit. It

varies between 0 and 1, and is normally given as a

percentage (1 to 100%). We apply a power factor

surcharge to business customers whose power factor

drops below 90%.

Learn more about power factor

Applicable if power factor is below 90%.

Discounts

1.5% on entire bill if electricity is metered at primary

potential.

$0.25 per kW if customer supplies transformation

from a primary to a secondary potential.

If eligible for both, the 1.5% discount is applied first.

Rate Rider

The Rate Rider covers additional and unpredictable

energy costs resulting from, for example, low water

inflows or higherthanforecast market prices.

5% Rate Rider applied to all charges before taxes

and levies.

 

The Exempt General Service Rate is available for business customers in the District of Bella Bella with an annualGeneral

peak demand of at least 35 kW. They receive service under rate schedules 1200, 1201, 1210, or 1211 of the

Electric Tariff.

Business customers in the District of Bella Bella with an annual peak demand less than 35 kW receive service

under the Small General ServiceGeneral  rate shown above.

Basic Charge

A small, daily charge that partially covers the fixed

cost of services for things such as metering and

billing.

$0.2429 per day.

Demand Charge

The rate electricity is used, typically measured in

kilowatts (kW). Peak demand is the highest rate of

electricity use during a period of time.

$0 per kW for first 35 kW.

$5.92 per kW for next 115 kW.

$11.35 for remaining kW.

Energy Charge
$0.1155 per kWh for the first 14,800 kWh.

$0.0555 per kWh for remaining kWh.

https://www.bchydro.com/accounts-billing/rates-energy-use/electricity-rates/power-factor.html
https://www.bchydro.com/about/planning_regulatory/tariff_filings.html
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Copyright © 2018 BC Hydro. All Rights Reserved. 

Legal | Privacy Statements | Careers

View Mobile Site

Minimum Charge

A charge that covers the costs of maintaining our

equipment year round for customers with high

electricity usage in the winter but low electricity

usage in summer.

Equal to 50% of the highest Demand Charge during

the previous November 1 to March 31 period. The

Basic Charge, Energy Charge, and Demand Charge

are replaced by the Minimum Charge if their sum is

less than this amount.

Power Factor Surcharge

A measure of efficiency, and the ratio of usable

power (kW) to reactive power (kVar) in a circuit. It

varies between 0 and 1, and is normally given as a

percentage (1 to 100%). We apply a power factor

surcharge to business customers whose power factor

drops below 90%.

Learn more about power factor

Applicable if power factor is below 90%.

Discounts

1.5% on entire bill if electricity is metered at primary

potential.

$0.25 per kW if customer supplies transformation

from a primary to a secondary potential.

If eligible for both, the 1.5% discount is applied first.

Rate Rider

The Rate Rider covers additional and unpredictable

energy costs resulting from, for example, low water

inflows or higherthanforecast market prices.

5% Rate Rider applied to all charges before taxes

and levies.

Please note that in the event of differences between the details noted here and the official Electric Tariff issued by BC Hydro, the official Electric Tariff will

prevail.

Get answers to questions about

paying your bill, rates, moving

your account and more.

Get help

We look for exceptional people

to bring new ideas and fresh

thinking to BC Hydro.

Learn more

Call us to report a power outage

in your area or to get information

you couldn't find online.

Contact us

     Đ Đ¬ Đŧ ĐŤ
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  Rebates & offers  |  Saving energy  |  Safety  |  Find a contractor  |  Contact

NATURAL GAS ELECTRICITY Ask your question here. Account Login

Rates

January 1, 2018
On November 30, 2017, the BC Utilities Commission (BCUC) approved FortisBC's request to keep the 2017 rates in effect as the

interim rates pending a decision on permanent 2018 rates, and this means customers will see no change to their electricity rates in

January.

FortisBC has applied to the BCUC for a rate increase of 0.17 per cent for 2018 and this amount is now under regulatory review. This

year's low rate increase reflects FortisBC's success in reducing costs in its operations while also making necessary system

improvements and longterm investments.

Residential rates

Bimonthly Residential Service:

Customer Charge $32.09 based on 60 day billing period.

First 1,600 kWh are billed @  10.117¢ per kWh.

Additional kWh are billed @  15.617¢ per kWh.

Commercial Rates

Small Commercial Service:
This rate is for nonresidential customers whose electrical demand is generally not more than 40 kW and can be supplied through

one meter.

Customer Charge $38.80 based on 60 day billing period.

All kWh are billed @ 10.195¢ per kWh.

Commercial Service:
This rate is for nonresidential customers whose electrical demand is generally greater than 40 kW but less than 500 kW and can be

supplied through one meter.

Customer Charge $16.48 based on 30 day billing period.

Demand Charge of $8.60 per kW of billing demand above 40 kW

First 8000 kWh are billed @ 8.663¢ per kWh.

Balance of kWh are billed @ 7.191¢ per kWh.

The majority of FortisBC’s customers are classified under the rate listings above. However, FortisBC has a number of other rate

classifications. If you would like to read a complete listing of all FortisBC Rates and Terms and Conditions for Service, please review

FortisBC's Electric Tariff.

 

The above rates are subject to a 1.5% late payment charge.

FortisBC About us ... Electricity utility Electric BCUC submissions Rates

About us

Blog

Careers

News and events

Alternative energy

Talkingenergy.ca

Contact us

Privacy Policy

Terms of use

Site map

Follow us!

©2018 FortisBC. All rights reserved.
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Charging Stations and Prices

How to use a charging station and its rates

Standard charging station (240 volts)

Ontario

Instructions:

https://www.lecircuitelectrique.com/find-a-station
https://www.lecircuitelectrique.com/find-a-station
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3

4

Fast-charge station (400 volts)
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The price of the 400‑V fast charging station its $10 per hour,
billed by the minute.

Ontario

Instructions:

1

IMPORTANT: 

https://www.lecircuitelectrique.com/find-a-station
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ATTENTION: 

4

5
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Charging Options - Electric Vehicles offered in Canada

Manufacturer Model Type Standard
charge (240 V)

Fast‑charge
(400 V)

A3 Sportback e‑
tron ( )

330e ( )

5 Series ( )

740Le xDrive ( )

i3 (

i3 Range
Extender (

i8 ( )

x5 xDrive40e ( )

ELR ( )

Bolt (

Volt ( )

Spark EV (

Pacifica Hybrid ( )

C‑MAX Energi ( )

Focus Electric (

Fusion Energi ( )
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Manufacturer Model Type Standard
charge (240 V)

Fast‑charge
(400 V)

IONIQ (

Sonata Plug‑in
Hybrid ( )

Optima Ex ( )

Soul EV ( )

Soul EV Luxe (

GLE550e Plug‑in
Hybrid ( )

S550e Plug‑in
Hybrid ( )

Countryman ( )

i‑MiEV (

LEAF (

918 Spyder ( )

Cayenne S e‑
Hybrid ( )

Panamera S e‑
Hybrid ( )

fortwo electric
drive ( )

Model S
(

Model X
(

Prius PHEV ( )
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Manufacturer Model Type Standard
charge (240 V)

Fast‑charge
(400 V)

S90 ( )

XC60 ( )

XC90 ( )

e‑Golf (

https://lecircuitelectrique.com/welcome
https://lecircuitelectrique.com/find-a-station
https://lecircuitelectrique.com/charging-stations-and-rates
https://lecircuitelectrique.com/signup
https://lecircuitelectrique.com/become-a-partner
https://lecircuitelectrique.com/partners
https://lecircuitelectrique.com/faq-and-useful-links
https://lecircuitelectrique.com/account
https://lecircuitelectrique.com/about
https://lecircuitelectrique.com/contact-us
https://lecircuitelectrique.com/terms-of-use
https://itunes.apple.com/ca/app/electric-circuit/id872684629
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.addenergie.circuitelectrique
http://www.addenergie.ca/en/
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Insights from leaders in electric mobility
Nordic EV Outlook 2018



IEA member countries:
     Australia

    Austria 
  Belgium

 Canada
Czech Republic

Denmark
Estonia

Finland 
France

Germany
Greece

Hungary
Ireland 

Italy
Japan

Korea
Luxembourg
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand 
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Slovak Republic
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

Turkey
United Kingdom

United States

The European Commission 
also participates in 

the work of the IEA.

© OECD/IEA, 2018

International Energy Agency 
Website: www.iea.org

Please note that this publication 
is subject to specific restrictions 
that limit its use and distribution. 

The terms and conditions are  
available online at www.iea.org/t&c/

INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY

The IEA examines the full spectrum of energy issues including oil, gas and coal supply 
and demand, renewable energy technologies, electricity markets, energy efficiency, access 

to energy, demand side management and much more. Through its work, the IEA advocates 
policies that will enhance the reliability, affordability and sustainability of energy in its  
30 member countries, 7 association countries and beyond.

The four main areas of IEA focus are: 

n   Energy Security: Promoting diversity, efficiency, flexibility and reliability for all fuels 
and energy sources;

n  Economic Development: Supporting free markets to foster economic growth and 
eliminate energy poverty;

n	 Environmental Awareness: Analysing policy options to offset the impact 
of energy production and use on the environment, especially for 

tackling climate change and air pollution; and

n  Engagement Worldwide: Working closely with association 
and partner countries, especially major emerging 

economies, to find solutions to shared 
energy and environmental 

concerns.

Together

Secure
Sustainable
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requirements of electric car drivers to ensure the availability of a recharging possibility – 
especially in early stages of market development when consumer trust needs to be built 
– the demand for such chargers does not necessarily need to grow at the same pace as 
the electric car stock. 

• At the city level, Oslo has among the highest share of public chargers per million 
inhabitants, surpassing the 2 000 mark and rivalled only by cities in the Netherlands. 
Bergen, Norway has installed public EVSE outlets at only half of Oslo’s rate, while their 
electric car market share has been at a similar level (ICCT, 2017). 

Charging behaviour: Lessons from Norway and Sweden 

This section provides insights on charging behaviour, building primarily from surveys which 
analyse consumer behaviour for electric car charging practices. It focuses primarily on Norway 
and Sweden, the countries accounting for the vast majority of electric vehicles in the Nordic 
region. Similar research suggests that electric car charging practices are largely similar in 
Denmark (Hug, 2015). 

Norway 

Surveys of Norwegian BEV and PHEV owners suggest that electric car drivers most frequently 
charge their vehicles at home or at work, relying on slow chargers (Figenbaum, Kolbenstvedt and 
Elvebakk, 2014; Figenbaum and Kolbenstvedt, 2016 and Norsk Elbilforenung, 2017). In Norway, 
63% of private home chargers are ordinary plugs without additional functionalities, while 19% are 
chargers with a 3.7 kilowatt (kW) wall box, 12% with a 7-22 kW wall box, 3% with a Tesla charger 
and 3% did not specify (Norsk Elbilforenung, 2017). 

The preference for using private home chargers matches the fairly limited number of long-
distance trips of electric cars, which are mostly used for commuting (92%) to work and common 
day trips (57%) (Norsk Elbilforening, 2017). Home charging has also proven to be reliable for most 
households: almost 90% of Norwegian electric car owners have never experienced issues with it 
(Nordic Elbilforening, 2017). This has positive implications in containing the costs of home 
charging. 

The third most frequent charging choice (after home and workplace) is publicly available  
slow chargers, followed by chargers located at commercial and leisure facilities (charging at a 
destination) such as supermarkets, hotels or restaurants. The predominant use of slow chargers 
is consistent with the preference of Norwegian electric car owners to typically drive 
20-40 km/day (Norsk Elbilforening, 2017), as this leads to fairly limited amount of energy and 
time needed for daily recharges (less than 1.5 hours with a 6 kW charger, with 40 km and 
0.2 kWh/km). 

Fast charging is not used frequently, and it primarily takes the form of planned stops for long-
distance trips (Figenbaum and Kolbenstvedt, 2016). Consumers that use fast charging stations 
have had limited problems with queues (Figenbaum, Kolbenstvedt and Elvebakk, 2014). This 
indicates that the deployment speed of fast chargers can handle the needs of the existing electric 
car stock. 

A comparison of survey results since 2014 indicates that publicly accessible fast chargers are used 
more frequently, while relatively fewer people use publicly accessible slow chargers (Figure 3.4). 
This could partly be explained by the improved coverage of fast charging networks. Work 
charging and home charging have been used less frequently since 2014, possibly reflecting the 
increase in battery capacity and electric car drive ranges.  
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Figure 3.4 • Frequency of charging by EVSE category in Norway, 2014-17 

 

Notes: The surveys used to develop this graph have wide coverage of electric car owners. However, the 2017 data do not cover the 
same group of participants as the 2014 and 2016 data. The survey questions also varied slightly over time. Location categories have 
been harmonised here to: publicly accessible fast (average use in winter and summer period), publicly accessible slow, workplace and 
home chargers – including garage, carport (open-air parking place). Weighting factors for detached houses and apartment buildings 
were based on the 2017 distribution. The time categories are harmonised to daily (every day, three-five times per week), weekly 
(once or twice a week), monthly (less frequent, 1-2 days per month, infrequent) and never. 

Sources: IEA elaboration based on results from Figenbaum et al. (2014); Figenbaum and Kolbenstvedt (2016); and Norsk Elbilforening 
(2017). 

Key point: Electric car owners charge their vehicles most frequently at home or the workplace. Frequent 
users of publicly accessible fast charging have increased, while those of publicly accessible slow charging 
have decreased since 2014.  

The preference for home and workplace charging matches fairly well the fact that Norwegian 
electric car owners are only modestly satisfied with the publicly available charging infrastructure 
(Norsk Elbilforening, 2017). In practice, only 4% of electric car owners have experienced an 
empty battery and less than a quarter experienced a “close call”. In addition, electric car owners 
also saw charging time as the second-largest disadvantage of owning an electric car, following 
range limitations (Figenbaum, Kolbenstvedt and Elvebakk, 2014). Almost 20% of electric car 
owners in Norway did not use their electric car on several occasions due to the lack of chargers 
and more than 10% due to long charging times (Norsk Elbilforening, 2017). This is in line with the 
findings of a recent survey which shows that in Norway the perceived lack of charging 
infrastructure, either at home or while driving, is the single largest reason why consumers are not 
considering the purchase of an electric car (Norsk Elbilforening, 2018). 

Sweden 

In Sweden, up to 80% of electric car users live in individual houses (Granström et al., 2017), 
compared to around 50% for the general population (SCB, 2014).6 The higher availability of 
private charging options is a likely explanation for the difference. 

Swedish survey results broadly confirm the key observations on charging habits observed in from 
consumer behaviour in Norway (Granström et al., 2017):  

• Home charging dominates other forms of charging and more than two-thirds of 
respondents use the regular Type C socket and plug.  

                                                           
6 Around 40% of BEV owners and 30% of PHEV owners live in towns with a population of less than 10 000 inhabitants. 
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• Most home charging takes place at the residence. Very few electric car owners charge 
their car at a publicly available street parking place near the house. Charging at work is 
also relatively common: 35-40% of people surveyed claim to do so daily or weekly. 

Charging when parked at shopping centres and other commercial or leisure destinations is not 
very common: 65-70% of electric car owners never or seldom use that option. Other public 
charging, including fast charging on highways, is used more frequently: nearly half of BEV owners 
claim to charge on highway fast chargers at least on a monthly basis (and very few on a daily 
basis). The reliance on publicly available chargers is also lower for PHEV than for BEV owners 
(Granström et al., 2017). 

Overall, this suggests that Swedish electric car users charge mostly overnight, use their vehicle 
during the day without any detours for charging, and charge again at the end of the day at home. 
This charging behaviour is the most common among both private users and professional fleets. 
The need for intermediate charging during the day is in general very low and, if it occurs on an 
everyday basis, it is typically taking the form of workplace charging, or it is the case for transport-
intense businesses such as taxis or couriers (Wikström, 2018).  

In the city of Stockholm, the first EVSE deployment focused on the public parking company to 
facilitate charging in their garages, and specifically enable charging for their tenants. A second 
EVSE deployment phase focused on public charging and studied different established locations 
and included a comprehensive user survey, looking at when, where and why did electric car 
owners use public charging (City of Stockholm, 2015; City of Stockholm, 2016). Results from this 
survey, which looked at more than 300 electric car users, identify two distinct user groups of 
public charging. The first group used normal charging only when they knew that they would be 
parked for several hours. Typically, during a workday at a parking place near the workplace or at 
public transport node. The second group almost only used fast charging. Users in both these 
groups resist changing their charging behaviour, since any other option was perceived as not 
worth the effort. The study shows that different types of public charging infrastructure serve 
various user needs. The findings suggest a need for good understanding of the location options 
and anticipated user behaviour in planning and prior to investments in EVSE (City of Stockholm, 
2016). Following this survey, one of the actions carried out in Stockholm to promote the 
equivalent to home charging for potential electric car adopters without access to a parking place 
is the establishment of “charging streets” that cluster parking spaces with EVSE facilities 
(including fast charging) in groups of ten or more on targeted public streets. To ensure overnight 
charging, flexible parking regulations have also been applied. The maximum stay during the 
daytime is three hours (City of Stockholm, 2018).  

EVSE ecosystem 

The successful integration of EVSE in the broad electricity network requires a careful look into the 
operational aspects of the charging infrastructure value chain (Figure 3.5). 

In its simplest form, the EVSE value chain consists of customers purchasing electricity for EV 
charging from a power retailer via a charge point operator (CPO) or via an e-mobility service 
provider (EMSP) (except for general private household charging). A CPO is responsible for the 
maintenance and operation of a charging point, while an EMSP mostly deals with communication 
and billing of electric car users. In many cases, CPOs and EMSPs are the same organisation, but 
the distinction between the two is made, because EMSPs also address access to charging points 
of other CPOs (ELaad, 2016). 

A CPO is a business actor, buying energy from power suppliers and delivering it to end-users 
(electric car users). Electric utilities or their subsidiaries are typical examples of CPOs, suggesting 
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BULLETIN 
 
 
 
DATE ISSUED: July 7, 2016 
 
TO: All Interested Parties 
 
RE: Electric Vehicle Charging  
 
 
This Bulletin offers guidance in relation to whether the ownership or operation of 

an electric vehicle (EV)1 charging station, and the selling of EV charging services 

from that facility, are licenseable activities under the Ontario Energy Board Act, 

1998 (OEB Act). 

    

1. Background 

 

On June 8, 2016, the Government of Ontario released its Climate Change Action Plan2, 

targeting a major reduction in greenhouse gas emissions in the near future.  The 

Climate Change Action Plan states that increased electrification of the transportation 

system will be essential to achieving the reduction.  Guided by the Climate Change 

Action Plan, the Province intends to take action that will help get more people into 

electric vehicles and lower greenhouse gases.  In order to support this goal, the Plan 
                                            
1 The term EV includes battery electric vehicles (BEV) which run on a large battery that can be charged 
from home or public charging stations, and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) which combine an 
internal combustion engine with an electric motor and battery. 
 
2 Ontario’s Five Year Climate Change Action Plan 2016 - 2020 (https://www.ontario.ca/page/climate-
change-action-plan). 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/climate-change-action-plan
https://www.ontario.ca/page/climate-change-action-plan
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sets out that the government will increase access to the infrastructure necessary to 

charge electric vehicles.3   

 

The OEB has received several enquiries relating to the nature of the OEB’s regulatory 

authority over the activity of EV charging.  In this regard, and in the light of the Climate 

Change Action Plan and the public’s increased awareness of the emerging EV market, 

OEB staff believes that guidance would be of assistance at this time to the industry and 

consumers.   

 

This Bulletin sets out OEB staff’s view that the ownership or operation of an EV 

charging station, and the selling of EV charging services from that facility, do not 

constitute distribution or retailing.  OEB staff also notes that, for the purpose of this 

Bulletin, an EV charging station means a parking space equipped with electrical 

apparatus that is operated for the sole intended purpose of physically connecting with 

and charging an EV.   

 

 

2.  An EV Charging Station is not a Distribution System 

 

Section 57. (a) of the OEB Act requires a person to obtain a licence from the OEB prior 

to owning or operating a distribution system.  In accordance with section 3 of the OEB 

Act: “distribute”, with respect to electricity, means to convey electricity at voltages of 50 

kilovolts or less; a “distributor” means a person who owns or operates a distribution 

system; and, finally, a “distribution system” means a system for distributing electricity, 

and includes any structures, equipment or other things used for that purpose.   

 

In OEB staff’s view, an electrical apparatus or infrastructure owned or operated for the 

sole intended purpose of charging EVs is not a system for distributing electricity.  Given 

that an EV charging station does not provide distribution capability for load-types other 
                                            
3 Ontario’s Five Year Climate Change Action Plan 2016 - 2020 (https://www.ontario.ca/page/climate-
change-action-plan),  pages 20-21. 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/climate-change-action-plan
https://www.ontario.ca/page/climate-change-action-plan
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than EVs, it should simply be viewed as a point of connection to the electrical grid.  It 

follows then that a person who owns or operates an EV charging station is not a 

distributor solely because of that ownership or operation.   

 

In developing this view, OEB staff considered the OEB’s Decision and Order in the EB-

2009-0180, 0181, 0182, 0183 (Streetlighting) proceeding4.  In that decision, the OEB 

contemplated whether streetlighting system assets are distribution or non-distribution 

assets.  Based on the definitions of “distribute” and “distribution system” in the OEB Act, 

the OEB found that an essential feature of a distribution asset is that the asset must be 

used to convey electricity and that the concept of distribution implies multiple recipients.  

Thus, the OEB found that the utility’s assets which served only a streetlighting function, 

including such assets as luminaires, streetlight brackets and conductors contained on or 

within them, etc., would not be eligible for characterization as distribution assets.  

Similarly, in OEB staff’s view, EV charging assets do not fall within the criteria 

established by the OEB for distribution assets since beyond the point of demarcation 

with the distribution system they do not provide distribution capability for loads other 

than EVs.  

 

For these reasons, OEB staff holds the view that an EV charging station is not a 

distribution system and that a person who owns or operates such a facility will not 

require a distributor licence from the OEB.  Moreover, since owners and operators of EV 

charging stations do not, in OEB staff’s view, need to be licenced by the OEB, they are 

not subject to the OEB’s codes, rules, or other regulatory requirements solely because 

of that ownership or operation.  

 

  
                                            
4 EB-2009-0180, 0181, 0182, 0183.  Decision and Order dated February 11, 2010.  In this proceeding, 
Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited and its affiliates sought, among other things, a declaration from 
the OEB that the street and expressway lighting assets (the SEL System) in the City of Toronto be 
deemed to be a distribution system.  In that decision and order, the OEB found that only a subset of the 
SEL System could be characterized as “distribution assets”.  The OEB stated that the assets which 
served only a streetlighting function (i.e. those that were not intended to serve more than one end-use 
load) would not be considered part of the electricity distribution system.   
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3.  Selling or Offering to Sell EV Charging Services is not Retailing  

 

Section 57. (d) of the OEB Act requires a person to obtain a licence from the OEB prior 

to retailing electricity.  As set out in section 56 of the OEB Act, a “retailer” is a person 

who retails electricity and “retail”, with respect to electricity means to sell or offer to sell 

electricity to a consumer, to act as agent or broker for a retailer with respect to the sale 

or offering for sale of electricity, or to act or offer to act as an agent or broker for a 

consumer with respect to the sale or offering for sale of electricity.   

 

In OEB staff’s view, the act of selling or offering to sell an EV charging service is not 

retailing.  Providers of EV charging services to the public do not simply sell or offer to 

sell a commodity.  They provide customers with a complete service, a “vehicle refueling” 

service, including, at a minimum, the use of a parking space and a charging device, and 

which may also involve information technology letting EV drivers know where charging 

stations are located, whether they are occupied or available for use, and how fast a 

charge they can expect to receive (e.g. level 2 or level 3 charging)5.   

 

OEB staff believes that the act of selling or offering to sell EV charging services is 

distinguishable from the act of electricity retailing.  The latter activity can be viewed as 

being a proxy for the standard supply service that a consumer would otherwise receive 

from its distributor, whereas an EV charging service is not.  Unlike with a standard 

supply service that consumers receive at their homes or businesses (from which the 

consumers can choose any manner in how to use it, i.e. heating, cooking, powering 

communications devices, etc.), the service procured from an EV charging station can 

only be used to refuel an EV.  Conceptually, the same service could be provided by 

replacing a spent battery with a freshly charged battery, rather than providing access to 

equipment to charge the battery.  In OEB staff’s view, the sale of an EV charging 

service appropriately falls into the category of other non-regulated, competitive products 
                                            
5 Level 1 charging stations, installed primarily in homes, draw a small amount of power and charge 
vehicles over a long time (6-8 hrs).  Level 2 charging stations, found in parking lots and workplaces, draw 
a little more energy and charge over a moderate amount of time (3-6 hrs).  Level 3 or “quick charge” 
stations draw much more energy and are often located along highways to facilitate intercity travel. 
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and services identified on the OEB’s website6, for which the owner or operator does not 

require an OEB retailer licence.   

 

4.  Distributors Permitted to Own and Operate EV Charging Stations 

 

Section 71. (1), of the OEB Act generally provides that a distributor shall not, except 

through one or more affiliates, carry on any business activity other than distributing 

electricity.  However, this section is also subject to certain exemptions.  Specifically, 

section 71 (2) of the OEB Act states, in part, that a distributor may provide services that 

would assist the Government of Ontario in achieving its goals in electricity conservation 

including, among others, services related to “the promotion of electricity conservation 

and the efficient use of electricity” and “electricity load management”.     

 

OEB staff believes that EV charging can help distributors optimize the use of assets by, 

among other things, having more demand response tools at their disposal and by 

promoting off peak charging.  The participation of distributors in owning and operating 

EV charging facilities stations may help facilitate electricity load management and  the 

efficient use of electricity.   In OEB staff’s view, it then follows that licensed electricity 

distributors are not precluded from owning and operating EV charging stations so long 

as the equipment provides for the management of load in keeping with the 

Government’s goals for electricity conservation. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

It is OEB staff’s view that the ownership or operation of an EV charging station, and 

the selling of EV charging services from that facility, do not constitute 

distribution or retailing. The OEB regulates the distribution (delivery) and retailing 

(selling) of electricity; it does not regulate the end uses of electricity. In OEB staff’s view, 

                                            
6 The OEB webpage confirms the following as products and services not regulated by the OEB:  hot water 
heaters, furnaces, thermostats, carbon credit/offset, energy audits, gasoline/oil, HVAC, propane, sewage, 
water (http://www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/OEB/Consumers/Contact+Consumer+Relations). 

http://www.ontarioenergyboard.ca/OEB/Consumers/Contact+Consumer+Relations
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EV charging is an end use of electricity. A licence from the OEB is not required to 

engage in this activity and, as a result, the OEB’s codes, rules and other regulatory 

requirements do not apply to it.  Moreover, in OEB staff’s view, owning and operating 

EV charging stations is an inherently competitive activity.  Many different entities could 

(and do) offer this service and, given that a wide variety of possible business models 

exist7, consumers will likely have adequate choice when it comes to charging their 

EVs.8   

 

Stakeholders in the EV market should also be aware that their business activities may 

fall under the authority of other regulatory bodies such as the Electrical Safety Authority 

and Measurement Canada if metered.   

 

The views expressed in this Bulletin are those of OEB staff and are not binding 

on the OEB.  Any enquiries regarding this Bulletin should be directed to the 

OEB’s Industry Relations hotline, at 416-440-7604 or 

IndustryRelations@ontarioenergyboard.ca 

 
 
Kirsten Walli 
Board Secretary 
Ontario Energy Board 

                                            
7 For example: (i) stores and restaurants may provide EV charging services for free in order to attract 
customers; (ii) parking lots and ‘destination’ businesses (e.g. hotels, tourist attractions) may offer EV 
charging services on a pay-per-use basis; (iii) businesses may make EV charging stations available for 
use by the public when they are not being used by their fleets or staff; and, (iv) gas stations and other 
businesses solely providing EV charging services may deploy networks of pay-per-use charging stations. 
 
8 Numerous smart phone apps are available to assist consumers in locating preferred public charging 
stations (e.g. fast chargers vs. slow chargers, free vs. pay-per-use). 

http://esasafe.com/index.php
http://esasafe.com/index.php
http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/mc-mc.nsf/eng/Home
mailto:IndustryRelations@ontarioenergyboard.ca
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 Bulletin PST 203 Issued: March 2013 
  Revised:  November 2017 
 

 
 
Ministry of Finance, PO Box 9442 Stn Prov Govt, Victoria BC  V8W 9V4 
 

Provincial Sales Tax (PST) Bulletin 

Energy, Energy Conservation and 
the ICE Fund Tax 
Provincial Sales Tax Act 

Latest Revision: The revision bar (   ) identifies changes to the previous version of this bulletin dated 
June 2014.  For a summary of the changes, see Latest Revision at the end of this document. 

This bulletin provides information on:  
� How PST applies to: 

• energy purchased in BC or brought, sent or delivered into BC 
• materials and equipment used to conserve energy 

� Exemptions for certain uses of energy  
� The 0.4% tax on energy products to raise revenue for the Innovative Clean Energy (ICE) 

Fund (ICE Fund tax) 

Note:  Fuels used to power an internal combustion engine and propane for any use are not 
subject to PST, but are taxed under the Motor Fuel Tax Act.  For more information on motor  
fuel tax, see our Motor Fuel Tax and Carbon Tax page and Natural Gas below. 
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Overview 

PST applies to energy (including electricity, natural gas, kerosene, non-motor fuel oil, heating 
oil, steam and heat) purchased in BC.  PST also applies to energy that is brought, sent or 
received in BC for use by BC residents.  However, there are PST exemptions that apply to 
energy, including the exemption for residential energy products obtained solely for residential 
use in a residential dwelling.  For more information on this exemption, see Residential Energy 
Products below. 

Definitions 

In this bulletin: 

� BC resident is a person who resides, ordinarily resides or carries on business in BC, or a 
person who enters BC with the intention of residing or carrying on business in BC. 

� A residential dwelling is: 
• A house, cottage or other detached dwelling 
• A duplex 
• An apartment, condominium or townhouse 
• An apartment building, condominium or townhouse complex used only for the purpose  

of single family dwellings 
• An assisted living residence as defined in the Community Care and Assisted Living Act 
• A long-term residential care facility (e.g. a nursing home or rest home) 
• A part of a multi-use building that is used for a residential use  
• Land attributable to a building or part of a building referred to above and that is used for 

a residential use 

A residential dwelling does not include: 
• A building or part of a building referred to above while under original construction 
• A part of a hotel, motel, lodge, resort, or other building or part of a building providing  

short-term accommodation (e.g. time shares that provide short-term accommodation) 
• A hospital or other institutional building 
• A bunk house or camp building for use in connection with a commercial or construction 

project 
• Parts of a building used for a non-residential use (e.g. business, commercial or industrial 

use) 

� Residential energy products are: 
• Electricity 
• Natural gas 
• Heating oil that is coloured within the meaning of section 16.1 of the Motor Fuel Tax Act 

(see Bulletin MFT-CT 003, Coloured Fuels) 
• Butane 
• Naphtha 
• Kerosene 

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/CA9757C7DE7A4984A254EA92DED663F2
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• Methanol 
• Steam 

� Residential use generally includes personal use or consumption of an energy product at a 
residence by the owner, tenant or other occupant of the residence.  Residential use is not 
limited to energy used for heating a residence; it also includes energy for lighting, cooking 
and similar residential uses. 

Residential use does not include use for a business, commercial or industrial purpose. 

Residential Energy Products 

Exempt Sales of Residential Energy Products 
Residential energy products are exempt from PST if all of the following criteria are met: 
� The residential energy product is obtained solely for residential use in a residential dwelling 
� The residential energy product is delivered or provided to a residential dwelling, a building 

that contains a residential dwelling, or a storage tank or facility that is located at and 
connected to a residential dwelling 

� In the case of a delivery or provision of a residential energy product to a residential dwelling 
that is part of a multi-use building, the energy product is delivered or provided to a storage 
tank or facility, or through a meter, that services only the part of the building that is used only 
for residential use 

PST applies when residential energy products are obtained for both residential and  
non-residential use, if: 
� the residential use portion is not separately metered, or  
� the product is not delivered to a residential dwelling or to a separate storage tank or facility 

located at and connected to the residential dwelling. 

If the residential energy product is electricity sold to a qualifying farmer for residential and  
farm use, see Electricity Sold to a Qualifying Farmer for Residential and Farm Use below.   

Note:  Propane for any use is exempt from PST but is subject to motor fuel tax and, in some 
cases, the 0.4% ICE Fund Tax.  Propane is exempt from motor fuel tax when purchased for 
residential use in a residential dwelling if certain criteria are met.  For more information, see 
Bulletin MFT 014, Propane Exemptions.  

Refund of PST Paid on Residential Energy Products  
Purchasers may be eligible for a refund if they paid PST on a residential energy product used  
in a residential dwelling that is part of a multi-use building.  The refund is calculated on the PST 
paid on the portion of the residential energy product that can reasonably be attributed to 
residential use in a residential dwelling. 

Example 1 
If you have a home-based business or operate a bed and breakfast from your home, you may 
be eligible for a refund of the PST paid on the portion of the residential energy product used for 
residential use.  You will not be eligible for a refund of the PST paid on the portion of the energy 
product used for business use. 

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/7825E03E42704AD980C37A93F7870424
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To calculate the amount of PST eligible for refund, use the following steps. 
1. Determine the total area (e.g. square metres or square feet) of your home. 
2. Determine the area that is used as a residential dwelling.  Do not include any areas you use 

for business use (including any areas for which you claim income tax deductions).   
3. Divide the area of the home used as a residential dwelling (Step 2) by the total area of your 

home (Step 1). 
4. Multiply the amount calculated in Step 3 by the amount of PST you paid on all the residential 

energy products for which you are claiming a refund. 

For example: 
1. Total area of home:  2,000 square feet 
2. Area used as a residential dwelling:  1,200 square feet 
3. 1,200 ft2 / 2,000 ft2 = 0.6 (i.e. 60% of home is used as a residential dwelling) 
4. 0.6 x ($250 in PST paid on electricity and $400 in PST paid on natural gas over the past two 

years) = 0.6 x ($250 + $400) = $390  

The amount of the refund claim is $390.   

Example 2 
A strata corporation of a multi-use building purchases natural gas to service the building.  The 
multi-use building is comprised of residential condominium units and commercial units.  The 
seller provides the natural gas by a continuous supply that services the entire building.  The 
strata corporation may be eligible for a refund of the amount of PST paid that can reasonably be 
attributed to the portion of the natural gas used for residential use in a residential dwelling. 

To calculate the amount of PST eligible for refund, use the following steps. 
1. Determine the total floor area (e.g. square metres or square feet) of the multi-use building 

that is serviced by the incoming natural gas. 
2. Calculate the floor area that is used for residential use in residential dwellings by subtracting 

from the total floor area any floor area that is used or leased out for non-residential use. 
3. Divide the area of the building used for residential use in residential dwellings (Step 2) by 

the total floor area of the building serviced by the incoming natural gas (Step 1). 
4. Multiply the amount calculated in Step 3 by the amount of PST the strata corporation paid 

on all the natural gas purchased for the multi-use building. 

For example: 
1. Total area of multi-use building:  20,000 square feet 
2. Area used for commercial use:  5,000 ft2 
3. Area used for residential use:  20,000 ft2 – 5,000 ft2 = 15,000 ft2  
4. 15,000 ft2 / 20,000 ft2 = 0.75 (i.e. 75% of the building is used for residential use in residential 

dwellings) 
5. 0.75 x $450 = $337.50  

The amount of the strata corporation’s refund claim is $337.50.   
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To apply for a refund, you must provide us with a completed Application for Refund – General 
(FIN 355) and the supporting documentation listed in the instructions to the form.  

Send your refund application and supporting documents to the address provided on the 
application form. 

We must receive your refund claim within four years from the date you paid the tax. 

Note:  You are not eligible for a refund of the 0.4% ICE Fund tax paid because the PST 
exemption for residential energy products does not apply to the ICE Fund tax.  If your supplier 
has combined the ICE Fund tax and the PST as a single line item on their invoice, you need to 
subtract the ICE Fund tax from the total amount of PST for which you are applying for a 
refund. .   

For example: 

Purchase price of the energy product: $100.00 

PST and ICE Fund Tax (7.4%): $    7.40 

Remove ICE Fund Tax (0.4%): ($    0.40) 

Amount of refund: $    7.00 

For more information on the ICE Fund tax, see ICE Fund Tax below. 

PST Phase out for Electricity 
Effective January 1, 2018, taxable purchases of electricity (e.g. electricity for business use) 
are subject to a lower PST rate of 3.5%.  Electricity will be fully exempt from PST effective 
April 1, 2019. 

Generally, the invoice date will determine the PST rate that applies to taxable purchases of 
electricity. 

Example 1 
Electric Bike Corporation received a $1,000 bill from BC Hydro for electricity provided  
between October 28, 2017 and December 28, 2017.  The invoice date is December 28, 2017.  
The electricity is subject to PST at a rate of 7%. 

Example 2 
Moka Pot Inc. received a $500 bill from BC Hydro for electricity provided between 
November 3, 2017 and January 3, 2018.  The invoice date is January 3, 2018.  The electricity 
is subject to PST at a rate of 3.5%. 

Note:  Sellers of electricity cannot delay billing to reduce the amount of PST their customers 
must pay on purchases of electricity.  For example, if an invoice for a business purchase of 
electricity was originally scheduled for December 28, 2017, for the purposes of the PST, the 
invoice date cannot be delayed until on or after January 1, 2018. 

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/B5C3AB23D6344CAF9E9A049D558DB09F
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Qualifying Farmers 

Electricity Sold to a Qualifying Farmer for Residential and Farm Use 
PST does not apply to electricity if: 
� the electricity is purchased by a qualifying farmer for residential use in a residential dwelling 

and for a farm purpose and not for any other purpose, and 
� the electricity is provided for residential use and for a farm purpose through the same meter. 

If there are separate meters, one for farm use and one for residential use, the sales of 
electricity through each meter must meet the requirements of the specific exemptions. 

Generally, a qualifying farmer is a person who owns or leases land classified as a farm under 
the Assessment Act.  For more information on qualifying farmers, and on the requirements for 
providing exempt sales of electricity to farmers, see Bulletin PST 101, Farmers. 

Electricity, Heat, Natural Gas and Fuel Oil Sold to a Qualifying Farmer 
for Farm Use 
Qualifying farmers can purchase electricity, heat, natural gas and fuel oil exempt from PST if 
the electricity, heat, natural gas or fuel oil is purchased for use solely for a farm purpose.  For 
more information, see Bulletin PST 101, Farmers. 

Note:  Propane for any use is exempt from PST but is subject to the motor fuel tax and, in  
some cases, the 0.4% ICE Fund Tax.  If propane is sold to a farmer or qualifying person (except 
an out-of-province farmer) for residential and farm use, the propane may be sold exempt from 
motor fuel tax if certain conditions are met.  For more information, see Bulletin MFT 014, 
Propane Exemptions. 

Exempt Fuels for Use as a Source of 
Energy 

The following are exempt from PST: 
� Pelletized fuel, as defined in the Solid Fuel Burning Domestic Appliance Regulation 
� Manufactured fire logs 
� Barbecue briquettes 
� Wood and charcoal, if obtained for use as a source of energy 

These fuels are exempt from PST regardless of whether they will be used for residential, 
commercial or industrial purposes. 

Goods Provided on a Continuous 
Basis Under Certain Contracts 

Goods provided on a continuous basis by means of a wire, pipeline or other conduit  
(e.g. electricity or natural gas) under a contract for the right to use real property or moorage 
facilities are exempt from PST if all the following criteria are met: 
� The main purpose of the contract is the right to use real property or moorage facilities, and 

not the purchase of the goods 

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/5579E9C99B80481FA1F6DCA1777067E1
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/5579E9C99B80481FA1F6DCA1777067E1
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/7825E03E42704AD980C37A93F7870424
http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/218_2016
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� The goods are not delivered or provided to the purchaser through a separate meter 
� The seller did not obtain the goods for the sole purpose of resale (e.g. the seller also uses 

part of the utilities for business or personal use) 

For example, an RV campground provides electricity to its guests so they can hook up their 
RV’s at the campsite.  The guest is exempt from PST on that electricity provided that: 
� the main purpose of the contract between the RV campground and guest is for the use of 

the campsite, not the purchase of the electricity,  
� the electricity is not provided to the guest through a separate meter, and 
� the RV campground did not obtain the electricity for the sole purpose of resale. 

The seller is not required to receive any documentation from the purchaser to provide this 
exemption. 

Natural Gas  

PST applies to natural gas purchased in BC or brought, sent or delivered into BC, unless a 
specific exemption applies.  Natural gas manufactured in BC for use by the manufacturer is  
also subject to PST on any royalties required to be paid on the gas by the manufacturer.   

Natural gas for use in an internal combustion engine (e.g. a motor vehicle) is exempt from PST 
and the ICE Fund tax.  To purchase the natural gas exempt, the purchaser must provide the 
seller with a completed Certificate of Exemption – Natural Gas (FIN 449). 

If the natural gas is used in a stationary internal combustion engine, the purchaser must  
self-assess additional motor fuel tax if the motor fuel tax payable is greater than the PST paid.  
For more information, see Bulletin MFT-CT 006, Self-Assessing Motor Fuel and Carbon Tax. 

If the Use is Unknown at the Time of Purchase 
If it is not known at the time of purchase what the natural gas will be used for, or the completed 
Certificate of Exemption – Natural Gas (FIN 449) is not provided, the seller must collect PST 
and the ICE Fund tax. 

If the natural gas is later used in an internal combustion engine (e.g. a motor vehicle), except a 
stationary internal combustion engine, the purchaser may apply for a refund by completing the 
Application for Refund – General (PST) (FIN 355).  

If the natural gas is later used in a stationary internal combustion engine and the motor fuel  
tax payable is less than the PST paid, the purchaser may apply for a refund by completing the 
Natural Gas Consumed by Internal Combustion Engines form (FIN 451). 

ICE Fund Tax 

A 0.4% tax applies on the purchase price of energy products to raise revenue for the Innovative 
Clean Energy (ICE) Fund.  The ICE Fund tax applies to the following energy products: 
� Natural gas (excluding natural gas purchased in BC, or brought, sent or delivered into BC, 

for use in an internal combustion engine) 
� Fuel oil, other than kerosene, used for the purposes of heating, cooling or raising steam  

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/8630E7A4EA2E49B78FA0CB8CD1C85E0B
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/3AB2F2BF9FB544EA921107D2D21B5DD9
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/8630E7A4EA2E49B78FA0CB8CD1C85E0B
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/B5C3AB23D6344CAF9E9A049D558DB09F
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/DABB55FE040E4E4982D67954C0C9E002
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� Propane in a vapourized form delivered: 
• by a public utility, as defined in the Utilities Commission Act 
• by pipe 
• to purchasers at the place at which the propane will be used   

The ICE Fund tax does not apply to electricity. 

Sellers of natural gas, fuel oil and propane sold on a grid system must charge and collect  
the ICE Fund tax from all their customers (including residential, commercial and industrial 
customers) and remit the tax on their PST return for the reporting period that includes the sale 
of the energy product.  The ICE Fund tax charged may be combined with the PST charged on 
invoices and does not need to be reported separately from PST collected on returns.  

Businesses and BC residents who bring, send or receive the above energy products in BC must 
also pay the ICE Fund tax on the purchase price of the energy products.  If the seller does not 
charge the tax, the purchaser must self-assess the tax due.  If the purchaser has a PST 
number, they must self-assess the tax on their next PST return.   

If the purchaser does not have a PST number, they must self-assess the tax using a Casual 
Remittance Return (FIN 405) on or before the last day of the month following the month the 
energy product was brought, sent or received into BC.  For example, if the energy products 
were brought into BC in June, the return must be filed and the PST must be paid no later  
than July 31.  

Note:  The PST exemption for residential energy products does not apply to the ICE Fund tax.  
This means the ICE Fund tax also applies to residential customers.  

Exemptions from the ICE Fund Tax 
Energy Products Purchased for Resale 
The ICE Fund tax does not apply if the above energy products are purchased for resale.  To 
purchase these products exempt from the ICE Fund tax, the purchaser must give the energy 
supplier their PST number.  If the purchaser does not have a PST number, they must give the 
supplier a completed Certificate of Exemption – General (FIN 490). 

$100,000 Annual Maximum Ice Fund Tax Payable 
The maximum ICE Fund tax payable by a person over a one year period running from April 1 to 
March 31 is $100,000.  After a person has paid $100,000 in ICE Fund tax during that period, 
that person is exempt from paying any additional ICE Fund tax for the remainder of that period, 
provided that: 
� the person provides evidence to us that they have paid at least $100,000 in ICE Fund tax 

during that period, and 
� the person receives written confirmation from us that the person has paid at least $100,000 

in ICE Fund tax during that period. 

The written confirmation from the ministry can be provided to energy suppliers to purchase 
energy products exempt from the ICE Fund tax for the remainder of the period. 

Note:  The $100,000 amount is a total for all energy products.  For example, if a person paid 
$60,000 in ICE fund tax on fuel oil, and $40,000 on natural gas, they would be exempt from 
paying any additional ICE Fund tax on all energy products for the remainder of the period. 

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/9255A84DB8744B93835159EC16921933
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/46CB400E0CFF487985165D8010FA7C69
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Suppliers who have charged a customer more than $100,000 in ICE Fund tax during a one-year 
period running from April 1 to March 31 can refund the additional ICE Fund tax paid by that 
customer once they receive a copy of the written confirmation we provided to that customer.  
Alternatively, the customer can claim a refund from us by completing an Application for Refund 
– General (FIN 355) and providing supporting documentation with their refund claim. 

Sales to Exempt Customers 
The following customers are exempt from paying the ICE Fund tax if they meet all the criteria for 
the exemption (see the referenced bulletins for the qualifying criteria): 
� First Nations individuals and bands (see Bulletin PST 314, Exemptions for First Nations) 
� Members of the diplomatic and consular corps (see Bulletin CTB 007, Exemption for 

Members of the Diplomatic and Consular Corps) 
� The Government of Canada (see Bulletin CTB 002, Sales and Leases to Governments) 

Energy Conservation Materials and 
Equipment 

The materials and equipment listed in this section are only exempt if they are obtained for use to 
conserve energy (e.g. by preventing heat loss from a building). 

Preventing Heat Loss from a Building 
The following materials and equipment are exempt from PST if obtained to prevent heat loss 
from a building. 
� Thermal insulation material that is a batt, a blanket, a roll, a panel, loose fill or cellular plastic 

material, and that is designed primarily to prevent heat loss from a building, except for 
vapour barrier material or any other material incorporated into or attached to a building and 
serving a structural or decorative function.  

� Polystyrene forming blocks designed for use initially as a form for concrete, and that remain 
permanently attached to the concrete to serve as the primary insulation for the completed 
building to prevent heat loss from that building. 

� Fastening components specifically designed for use with exempt polystyrene forming 
blocks, even if purchased separately from the blocks. 

� Chemicals obtained for use to make spray polyurethane foam insulation designed primarily 
to prevent heat loss from a building. 

� Window insulating systems consisting of a transparent or translucent film, including frames 
or integral parts of the systems, installed in an existing window and designed primarily to 
retain heat in a building by absorbing solar heat or reducing drafts.  Films that are mainly 
intended to reduce glare or reflect heat away do not qualify. 

� Weather stripping and caulking materials designed to prevent heat loss from a building. 
Many types of caulking are multi-purpose.  To qualify, the caulking must specify a use 
designed to prevent heat loss from a building (e.g. bathtub caulking would not qualify). 

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/B5C3AB23D6344CAF9E9A049D558DB09F
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/4CBBE363B1AA43CEB7AEE34B508B781D
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/D4756D4DE1FA401EB2F5270B32E6B798
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/4297C6DB3E584CF7AFB237A070288838
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Preventing Heat Transfer To or From Hot Water Tanks, Hot or Cold 
Water Pipes, or Ductwork 
Insulation designed to prevent heat transfer to or from hot water tanks, hot or cold water pipes, 
or ductwork is exempt from PST.  For example, insulation blankets for hot water tanks, 
preformed insulation sleeves for hot or cold water pipes, and insulation wrap for air ducts are 
exempt when used to prevent heat transfer.  The exemption does not apply to tapes or sealants. 

Alternative Energy Sources 
The following materials and equipment are exempt from PST. 
� Wind-powered generating equipment specifically designed to produce mechanical or 

electrical energy, and generators, controllers, wiring, and devices that convert direct current 
into alternating current, if they are sold with, and as part of, that equipment.  

� Equipment specifically designed to produce mechanical or electrical energy from ocean 
tides, currents or waves, and generators, wiring, controllers, monitors, pumps, tubing, floats, 
water fences, aids to navigation as defined in section 125 of the Canada Shipping Act, 2001, 
and devices that convert direct current into alternating current, if they are sold with, and as 
part of, that equipment.  

� Solar photovoltaic collector panels, and wiring, controllers, and devices that convert direct 
current into alternating current, if they are sold with, and as part of, a system that includes 
solar photovoltaic collector panels.  

� Solar thermal collector panels, and wiring, pumps, tubing, and heat exchangers, if they are 
sold with, and as part of, a system that includes solar thermal collector panels.  

� Micro-hydro turbines and generators designed to produce up to 150 kilowatts of mechanical 
or electrical energy, and controllers, wiring, tubing, and devices that convert direct current 
into alternating current, if they are sold with, and as part of, that equipment.  

Note:  Pipes used to bring water from the source into the micro-hydro generator and turbine 
qualify for exemption if sold with, and as part of, the system.  However, the pipes are subject 
to PST if purchased separately from the micro-hydro generator and turbine.  The pipes are 
considered to be tubing. 

Batteries are considered generic, and if purchased for the operation of ocean, wind, solar and 
micro-hydro power generating systems, do not qualify for the exemption. 

Note:  The additional components (such as wiring, controllers, devices, tubing etc.) listed in the 
exemptions above must be sold as complete units with the main equipment for the components 
to qualify for the exemption.  If the components are sold separately, they are taxable, even if the 
complete unit is invoiced separately for shipping purposes. 

Electricity, Natural Gas and Propane Conversion Kits  
Natural gas and propane conversion kits for internal combustion engines are exempt from PST. 
Kits to convert motor vehicles to operate solely on electricity are also exempt from PST. 

The exemptions for kits do not apply if the kits have been factory or dealer-equipped in a motor 
vehicle prior to the sale of that vehicle. 
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Aerodynamic Devices  
The following devices are exempt from PST if designed to reduce wind-resistance and improve 
fuel efficiency: 
� Aerodynamic bumpers 
� Base flaps 
� Boat tails 
� Tank skirts 
� Tractor roof fairings 
� Trailer side skirts 
� Tractor-trailer gap fairings 

Parts and Services  

Parts  
Parts specifically designed for and obtained for use to repair or recondition exempt energy 
conservation materials or equipment outlined in this bulletin may be purchased exempt from 
PST.  However, the exemption does not apply to generic parts (such as nuts, bolts, washers, 
rivets etc.) that may also be used in the repair or reconditioning of other equipment. 

Related Services  
Generally, if a good is taxable when purchased, services provided to that item are also taxable 
unless a specific exemption applies. 

Services provided to exempt materials and equipment are exempt from PST.  For example, 
services to install, repair or maintain an exempt conversion kit are exempt from PST.   

However, PST applies to any other parts or services that may be provided at the same time as 
the conversion (e.g. brake repair).  In this case, the exempt service charges should be stated 
separately from the services that are subject to PST on the sales invoice. 

For more information see Bulletin PST 301, Related Services. 

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/download/B63E41FD05C84849B0DC4F7C63E28E08
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Need more info? 
Online:  gov.bc.ca/PST 
Toll free in Canada:  1 877 388-4440 
Email:  CTBTaxQuestions@gov.bc.ca 

Access our forms, publications, legislation and regulations online at gov.bc.ca/PST (go to 
Forms or Publications). 

Subscribe to our What’s New page to receive email updates when new PST information is 
available. 

The information in this bulletin is for your convenience and guidance and is not a replacement 
for the legislation. 

Latest Revision 
November 2017 
� Added information on the PST phase out for electricity 
� Other minor revisions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
References:  Provincial Sales Tax Act, sections 1 “band”, “energy product”, “First Nation individual”, “fuel 
oil”, 29, 49, 92-97 and 145; Provincial Sales Tax Exemption and Refund Regulation, sections 1 “heating 
oil”, “obtain”, “qualifying farmer”, “residential dwelling”, “residential energy product”, “residential use”, 27-
30, 46, 57, 73, 127 and Schedule 2; Provincial Sales Tax Regulation, section 31.1; Consular Tax 
Exemption Regulation. 

i 

http://www.gov.bc.ca/PST
mailto:CTBTaxQuestions@gov.bc.ca
http://www.gov.bc.ca/PST
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content?id=FD48DAB70D1B4364B2A650B4179733FD
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content?id=0CE539AD86F44033A1C531B9B597EA86
http://www.sbr.gov.bc.ca/msbr/whats_new/consumer_taxes/whatsnew.htm
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s Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada

 
s Measurement Canada

Electric vehicle charging stations
Electric vehicle charging stations allow consumers to charge their electric car by buying electricity.

Various levels of government and private industry organizations have started to install these stations

to invest in clean technologies.

Many of these charging stations use measurement systems that involve new technologies. These

new technologies must comply with different federal measurement laws depending on how the

electricity is sold.

Electricity sold on the basis of time
Charging stations that are only intended to sell prepaid energy on the basis of time must:

charge the customer for time within the limits of error set in the Weight and Measures Act

state the price per unit of time

Electricity sold on the basis of energy
Charging stations that sell electricity on the basis of energy (kWh) or time-related demand (kW) are

considered meters. This means that device owners must:

use defined units of measurement

make sure the meter type is approved by Measurement Canada

find an authorized service provider to inspect a new meter before using it and to reinspect the

meter periodically

make sure the meter is sealed properly

register as a contractor to sell electricity

Date modified:
2017-06-19

https://www.canada.ca/en.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/innovation-science-economic-development.html
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/mc-mc.nsf/eng/home
http://www.canada.ca/en/index.html
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/mc-mc.nsf/eng/lm04889.html
https://www.ic.gc.ca/app/mc/asp/srch/aspSearch.html?lang=eng
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/mc-mc.nsf/eng/h_lm00008.html
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Tuesday, March 6, 2018 at 2:15:16 PM Eastern Standard Time

Subject: RE: Electric Vehicle Chargers - Regulatory Requirements

Date: Tuesday, March 6, 2018 at 1:22:31 PM Eastern Standard Time

From: Rivers, Paul (IC)

To: 'Daniel Mailloux'

CC: Travis Allan, Louis Tremblay, Dupuis, Mario (IC)

ACachments: image001.png, image002.jpg, image003.jpg, image004.jpg

Hi Daniel ;
 
It is good to hear from you, hope you are keeping well. I have inserted my responses below.
 
Regards
 
Paul Rivers
Senior Program Officer
Utility Metering Division
416-938-5713
 
From: Daniel Mailloux [mailto:dmailloux@addenergie.ca] 
Sent: March-06-18 12:15 PM
To: Rivers, Paul (IC)
Cc: Travis Allan; Louis Tremblay
Subject: RE: Electric Vehicle Chargers - Regulatory Requirements
 

Hi Paul,

 

Things evolved quite a lot since our last discussion back in November.  We are involved in many discussions

with many jurisdicWons in Canada regarding the best way to bill for charging EVs from public DC fast chargers.

There are 2 fundamental quesWons that AddÉnergie Technologies Inc. would like to confirm:

 

1. Are any electric vehicle supply equipment models currently approved by Measurement Canada to

measure electricity delivered as direct current on the basis of (a) energy (kWh) or (b) Wme-related

demand (kW)? No.

2. Has Measurement Canada approved any meters to measure electricity delivered as direct current on

the basis of (a) energy (kWh) or (b) Wme-related demand (kW)? Again no, Measurement Canada

currently does not have any specificaWons (approval or otherwise) related to the measurement of

direct current.  

 

Thanks a lot for your help

 

Regards

 

 

Daniel Mailloux, ing.
Vice-Président exécutif
Executive Vice President
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Rate BR – Experimental rate 
for fast charge stations

Back to other rates

Customers eligible for Rate BR

Experimental Rate BR applies to a contract for electricity delivered for the

purpose of supplying one or more direct-current electric vehicle charging

stations rated 400 volts or more. It can also apply to a contract for electricity

supplied to one or more 240 volts stations.

To take advantage of experimental Rate BR, you must meet the following

conditions:

If you have several direct-current charging stations rated 400 volts or more,

which are installed at the same site, they must come under a single contract.

If the electricity is used for a purpose other than supplying electric vehicle

charging stations, such as lighting for example, Rate BR applies on condition

that the  for purposes other than electric vehicle charging does

not exceed 10 kilowatts.

You must agree to supply Hydro-Québec with non-identifiable data from all

charging stations covered by the contract under this rate, such as duration,

energy consumption and power demand for each charge.

Rate G cannot be applied to a contract supplying fast-charge stations. However,

Rate G-9 or M could apply if the number of charging operations increases and

they become more advantageous for you.

installed load

http://www.hydroquebec.com/residential/
http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/customer-space/rates/#other-rates
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These explanations have been simplified. For more details about experimental

Rate BR, consult section 10 of chapter 4 of the Electricity Rates [PDF 1.7 Mb]

(http://www.hydroquebec.com/publications/en/docs/distribution-

tariff/electricity-rates.pdf#page=61) , approved by the Régie de l’énergie.

Structure of experimental Rate BR

Billing is based on 3 price levels:

consumption associated with the first 50 kilowatts (kW) of 

 expressed in kilowatthours (kWh), which is the product of the

maximum power demand up to 50 kW, the  and the number of

hours in the consumption period

consumption associated with the maximum power demand exceeding

50 kilowatts, which is the product of the excess maximum power demand, the

load factor up to 3% and the number of hours in the consumption period

the remaining consumption

maximum power

demand

load factor

Prices in e�ect for experimental Rate BR

Price of 

Energy associated with the first 50 kW of power  10.90¢/kWh

Energy consumed in the next bracket  20.47¢/kWh

Remainder of energy consumed  16.13¢/kWh

A minimum monthly fee is billed even when no energy is consumed. The fee is $12.33 for single-phase delivery and

$36.99 for three-phase delivery.

Rates in effect as of April 1, 2017. This table does not replace the Electricity Rates

(http://www.hydroquebec.com/publications/en/act-regulations-electricity-service-conditions/) document in any

way whatsoever.

energy

Other useful information

http://www.hydroquebec.com/publications/en/docs/distribution-tariff/electricity-rates.pdf#page=61
http://www.hydroquebec.com/publications/en/act-regulations-electricity-service-conditions/
http://www.hydroquebec.com/publications/en/docs/condition-electricity-service/conditions_service.pdf
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View or download Hydro-Québec’s Conditions of Electricity Service

[PDF 517 Kb]

(http://www.hydroquebec.com/publications/en/docs/condition-

electricity-service/conditions_service.pdf) .

For more information about the service charges associated with your

contract  (http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/customer-

space/rates/service-charges.html) .

View our electricity glossary

(http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/customer-

space/rates/glossary.html) .

Watch a video explaining power

(http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/customer-

space/rates/understanding-power-demand.html) .

For tips on how to lower your electricity bill

(http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/offers-programs/tips-

energy-wise.html) .

How to request electricity service

How to become a Hydro-Québec customer

(http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/becoming-customer/)

What to do if you’re already a Hydro-Québec customer and you want

electricity service at a new address

(http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/customer-

space/moving/add-address.html) .

http://www.hydroquebec.com/publications/en/docs/condition-electricity-service/conditions_service.pdf
http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/customer-space/rates/service-charges.html
http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/customer-space/rates/glossary.html
http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/customer-space/rates/understanding-power-demand.html
http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/offers-programs/tips-energy-wise.html
http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/becoming-customer/
http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/customer-space/moving/add-address.html
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		Scenario 1: BC Hydro general service business rates 														Scenario 2. Fortis BC general rates summary

						Small		Medium		Large		Unit						GS21						Unit

				Annual Peak demand		Below 35 kW		From 35 to 150 kW		More than 150 kW						Annual Peak demand		Above 40 kW

				Basic Charge		$   0.33		$   0.24		$   0.24		per day				Basic Charge per month		$   16.48						per month

				Energy Charge		$   0.11		$   0.09		$   0.06		per kWh				Energy Charge - first 8000 kwh		$   0.087						per kWh (first 8000)

				Demand Charges		$   - 0		$   4.92		$   11.21		per kW				Energy Charge balance		$   0.072						per kWh (balance)

				Rate Rider		5%		5%		5%						Demand Charges		$   8.60						per kW

				PST		3.50%		3.50%		3.50%						PST		3.50%

				GST		5%		5%		5%						GST		5%

				Reference: 		https://www.bchydro.com/accounts-billing/rates-energy-use/electricity-rates/business-rates.html 										Reference:		https://www.fortisbc.com/About/RegulatoryAffairs/ElecUtility/ElectricBCUCsubmissions/Rates/Pages/default.aspx 



		Scenario 3: Québec BR rate

				Energy charge for first 50 kW load						$   0.11		per kwh

				Energy associated to power above the first 50 kW of load, when use factor is below 3%						$   0.20		per kwh

				Energy associated to power above the first 50 kW of load, when use factor is above 3%						$   0.16		per kwh

				Reference: 		http://www.hydroquebec.com/business/customer-space/rates/rate-br-experimental-rate-fast-charge-stations.html 



		3: Charging station operation assumptions

				Capex for 1st station						$   75,000.00

				Incremental CAPEX for subsequent stations						$   40,000.00		per station

				OPEX (maintenantce and networking fee)						$   2,000.00		per station per year

				DCFC nominal max output power						50		kW

				DCFC AC to DC conversion efficiency						95%

				600 to 480 Volts conversion efficiency						95%



		4: Charging station usage assumptions

				Charge event average duration						20		minutes

				Maximum charging power observed during a month						48		kW

				Average charging power per charging event						40		kW

				Maximum acceptable Usage rate per day for 1 station						10		Charge events per day

				Usage fee (including PST and GST)						$   20.00		per hour

				PST 						3.5%

				GST						5%

				Transaction administration fee						15%

				Average EV consumption						0.2		kWh per kM



		5: Resulting business case for Users 

				Energy per charge event						13.33		kWh

				Cost per charge event						$   6.67

				Returned Autonomy per charge event						66.67

				Cost per kM						$   0.10

				Cost per kWh						$   0.50





				Scenario 1 (BC Hydro)

				Number of charge event per day		Number of DCFCs		Peak demand (kW)		Applicable rate		Monthly Energy consumption (kWh)		Average cost per kWh		Monthly gross revenue		Monthly basic charge 		Monthtly energy cost		Monthly demand charges		Monthly electricity cost before taxes and rate rider		Monthly electricity cost including taxes and rate rider		Monthly Opex (Maintenance & networking fee)		Monthly taxes to remit		Monthly administration fee on payment perception		Monthly  profit before CAPEX amortisatiom		CAPEX to amortize		Number of years to amortize CAPEX (@ 0% interest)

				1		1		53.19		Medium		400		$   0.87		$   200.00		$   7.29		$   35.20		$   261.67		$   304.16		$   346.51		$   166.67		$   15.67		$   27.65		-$   356.50		$   75,000.00		Never

				2		1		53.19		Medium		800		$   0.48		$   400.00		$   7.29		$   70.40		$   261.67		$   339.36		$   386.62		$   166.67		$   31.34		$   55.30		-$   239.92		$   75,000.00		Never

				3		1		53.19		Medium		1200		$   0.36		$   600.00		$   7.29		$   105.60		$   261.67		$   374.56		$   426.72		$   166.67		$   47.00		$   82.95		-$   123.34		$   75,000.00		Never

				4		1		53.19		Medium		1600		$   0.29		$   800.00		$   7.29		$   140.80		$   261.67		$   409.76		$   466.82		$   166.67		$   62.67		$   110.60		-$   6.76		$   75,000.00		Never

				5		1		53.19		Medium		2000		$   0.25		$   1,000.00		$   7.29		$   176.00		$   261.67		$   444.96		$   506.92		$   166.67		$   78.34		$   138.25		$   109.82		$   75,000.00		56.9

				6		1		53.19		Medium		2400		$   0.23		$   1,200.00		$   7.29		$   211.20		$   261.67		$   480.16		$   547.02		$   166.67		$   94.01		$   165.90		$   226.40		$   75,000.00		27.6

				7		1		53.19		Medium		2800		$   0.21		$   1,400.00		$   7.29		$   246.40		$   261.67		$   515.36		$   587.12		$   166.67		$   109.68		$   193.55		$   342.98		$   75,000.00		18.2

				8		1		53.19		Medium		3200		$   0.20		$   1,600.00		$   7.29		$   281.60		$   261.67		$   550.56		$   627.23		$   166.67		$   125.35		$   221.20		$   459.56		$   75,000.00		13.6

				9		1		53.19		Medium		3600		$   0.19		$   1,800.00		$   7.29		$   316.80		$   261.67		$   585.76		$   667.33		$   166.67		$   141.01		$   248.85		$   576.14		$   75,000.00		10.8

				10		1		53.19		Medium		4000		$   0.18		$   2,000.00		$   7.29		$   352.00		$   261.67		$   620.96		$   707.43		$   166.67		$   156.68		$   276.50		$   692.72		$   75,000.00		9.0

				11		2		106.37		Medium		4400		$   0.24		$   2,200.00		$   7.29		$   387.20		$   523.35		$   917.83		$   1,045.64		$   333.33		$   172.35		$   304.15		$   344.53		$   115,000.00		27.8

				12		2		106.37		Medium		4800		$   0.23		$   2,400.00		$   7.29		$   422.40		$   523.35		$   953.03		$   1,085.74		$   333.33		$   188.02		$   331.80		$   461.11		$   115,000.00		20.8

				13		2		106.37		Medium		5200		$   0.22		$   2,600.00		$   7.29		$   457.60		$   523.35		$   988.23		$   1,125.84		$   333.33		$   203.69		$   359.45		$   577.69		$   115,000.00		16.6

				14		2		106.37		Medium		5600		$   0.21		$   2,800.00		$   7.29		$   492.80		$   523.35		$   1,023.43		$   1,165.95		$   333.33		$   219.35		$   387.10		$   694.27		$   115,000.00		13.8

				15		2		106.37		Medium		6000		$   0.20		$   3,000.00		$   7.29		$   528.00		$   523.35		$   1,058.63		$   1,206.05		$   333.33		$   235.02		$   414.75		$   810.85		$   115,000.00		11.8

				16		2		106.37		Medium		6400		$   0.19		$   3,200.00		$   7.29		$   563.20		$   523.35		$   1,093.83		$   1,246.15		$   333.33		$   250.69		$   442.40		$   927.43		$   115,000.00		10.3

				17		2		106.37		Medium		6800		$   0.19		$   3,400.00		$   7.29		$   598.40		$   523.35		$   1,129.03		$   1,286.25		$   333.33		$   266.36		$   470.05		$   1,044.01		$   115,000.00		9.2

				18		2		106.37		Medium		7200		$   0.18		$   3,600.00		$   7.29		$   633.60		$   523.35		$   1,164.23		$   1,326.35		$   333.33		$   282.03		$   497.70		$   1,160.59		$   115,000.00		8.3

				19		2		106.37		Medium		7600		$   0.18		$   3,800.00		$   7.29		$   668.80		$   523.35		$   1,199.43		$   1,366.45		$   333.33		$   297.70		$   525.35		$   1,277.17		$   115,000.00		7.5

				20		2		106.37		Medium		8000		$   0.18		$   4,000.00		$   7.29		$   704.00		$   523.35		$   1,234.63		$   1,406.56		$   333.33		$   313.36		$   553.00		$   1,393.75		$   115,000.00		6.9

				21		3		159.56		Large		8400		$   0.31		$   4,200.00		$   7.29		$   462.00		$   1,788.63		$   2,257.92		$   2,572.33		$   500.00		$   329.03		$   580.65		$   217.99		$   155,000.00		59.3

				22		3		159.56		Large		8800		$   0.30		$   4,400.00		$   7.29		$   484.00		$   1,788.63		$   2,279.92		$   2,597.40		$   500.00		$   344.70		$   608.29		$   349.61		$   155,000.00		36.9

				23		3		159.56		Large		9200		$   0.29		$   4,600.00		$   7.29		$   506.00		$   1,788.63		$   2,301.92		$   2,622.46		$   500.00		$   360.37		$   635.94		$   481.23		$   155,000.00		26.8

				24		3		159.56		Large		9600		$   0.28		$   4,800.00		$   7.29		$   528.00		$   1,788.63		$   2,323.92		$   2,647.52		$   500.00		$   376.04		$   663.59		$   612.84		$   155,000.00		21.1

				25		3		159.56		Large		10000		$   0.27		$   5,000.00		$   7.29		$   550.00		$   1,788.63		$   2,345.92		$   2,672.59		$   500.00		$   391.71		$   691.24		$   744.46		$   155,000.00		17.4

				26		3		159.56		Large		10400		$   0.26		$   5,200.00		$   7.29		$   572.00		$   1,788.63		$   2,367.92		$   2,697.65		$   500.00		$   407.37		$   718.89		$   876.08		$   155,000.00		14.7

				27		3		159.56		Large		10800		$   0.25		$   5,400.00		$   7.29		$   594.00		$   1,788.63		$   2,389.92		$   2,722.71		$   500.00		$   423.04		$   746.54		$   1,007.70		$   155,000.00		12.8

				28		3		159.56		Large		11200		$   0.25		$   5,600.00		$   7.29		$   616.00		$   1,788.63		$   2,411.92		$   2,747.78		$   500.00		$   438.71		$   774.19		$   1,139.32		$   155,000.00		11.3

				29		3		159.56		Large		11600		$   0.24		$   5,800.00		$   7.29		$   638.00		$   1,788.63		$   2,433.92		$   2,772.84		$   500.00		$   454.38		$   801.84		$   1,270.94		$   155,000.00		10.2



				Scenario 2 (FortisBC)

				Number of charge event per day		Number of DCFCs		Peak demand (kW)		Applicable rate		Monthly Energy consumption (kWh)		Average cost per kWh		Monthly gross revenue		Monthly basic charge 		Monthtly energy cost		Monthly demand charges		Monthly electricity cost before taxes and rate rider		Monthly electricity cost including taxes and rate rider		Monthly Opex (Maintenance & networking fee)		Monthly taxes to remit		Monthly administration fee on payment perception		Monthly  profit before CAPEX amortisatiom		CAPEX to amortize		Number of years to amortize CAPEX (@ 0% interest)

				1		1		53.19		GS21		400		$   0.45		$   200.00		$   16.48		$   34.65		$   113.40		$   164.53		$   178.51		$   166.67		$   15.67		$   27.65		-$   174.51		$   75,000.00		Never

				2		1		53.19		GS21		800		$   0.27		$   400.00		$   16.48		$   69.30		$   113.40		$   199.18		$   216.11		$   166.67		$   31.34		$   55.30		-$   52.48		$   75,000.00		Never

				3		1		53.19		GS21		1200		$   0.21		$   600.00		$   16.48		$   103.96		$   113.40		$   233.83		$   253.71		$   166.67		$   47.00		$   82.95		$   69.55		$   75,000.00		89.9

				4		1		53.19		GS21		1600		$   0.18		$   800.00		$   16.48		$   138.61		$   113.40		$   268.48		$   291.31		$   166.67		$   62.67		$   110.60		$   191.58		$   75,000.00		32.6

				5		1		53.19		GS21		2000		$   0.16		$   1,000.00		$   16.48		$   173.26		$   113.40		$   303.14		$   328.90		$   166.67		$   78.34		$   138.25		$   313.61		$   75,000.00		19.9

				6		1		53.19		GS21		2400		$   0.15		$   1,200.00		$   16.48		$   207.91		$   113.40		$   337.79		$   366.50		$   166.67		$   94.01		$   165.90		$   435.64		$   75,000.00		14.3

				7		1		53.19		GS21		2800		$   0.14		$   1,400.00		$   16.48		$   242.56		$   113.40		$   372.44		$   404.10		$   166.67		$   109.68		$   193.55		$   557.67		$   75,000.00		11.2

				8		1		53.19		GS21		3200		$   0.14		$   1,600.00		$   16.48		$   277.22		$   113.40		$   407.09		$   441.69		$   166.67		$   125.35		$   221.20		$   679.70		$   75,000.00		9.2

				9		1		53.19		GS21		3600		$   0.13		$   1,800.00		$   16.48		$   311.87		$   113.40		$   441.74		$   479.29		$   166.67		$   141.01		$   248.85		$   801.73		$   75,000.00		7.8

				10		1		53.19		GS21		4000		$   0.13		$   2,000.00		$   16.48		$   346.52		$   113.40		$   476.40		$   516.89		$   166.67		$   156.68		$   276.50		$   923.76		$   75,000.00		6.8

				11		2		106.37		GS21		4400		$   0.24		$   2,200.00		$   16.48		$   381.17		$   570.79		$   968.44		$   1,050.76		$   333.33		$   172.35		$   304.15		$   421.72		$   115,000.00		22.7

				12		2		106.37		GS21		4800		$   0.23		$   2,400.00		$   16.48		$   415.82		$   570.79		$   1,003.10		$   1,088.36		$   333.33		$   188.02		$   331.80		$   543.75		$   115,000.00		17.6

				13		2		106.37		GS21		5200		$   0.22		$   2,600.00		$   16.48		$   450.48		$   570.79		$   1,037.75		$   1,125.96		$   333.33		$   203.69		$   359.45		$   665.78		$   115,000.00		14.4

				14		2		106.37		GS21		5600		$   0.21		$   2,800.00		$   16.48		$   485.13		$   570.79		$   1,072.40		$   1,163.55		$   333.33		$   219.35		$   387.10		$   787.81		$   115,000.00		12.2

				15		2		106.37		GS21		6000		$   0.20		$   3,000.00		$   16.48		$   519.78		$   570.79		$   1,107.05		$   1,201.15		$   333.33		$   235.02		$   414.75		$   909.84		$   115,000.00		10.5

				16		2		106.37		GS21		6400		$   0.19		$   3,200.00		$   16.48		$   554.43		$   570.79		$   1,141.70		$   1,238.75		$   333.33		$   250.69		$   442.40		$   1,031.87		$   115,000.00		9.3

				17		2		106.37		GS21		6800		$   0.19		$   3,400.00		$   16.48		$   589.08		$   570.79		$   1,176.36		$   1,276.35		$   333.33		$   266.36		$   470.05		$   1,153.90		$   115,000.00		8.3

				18		2		106.37		GS21		7200		$   0.18		$   3,600.00		$   16.48		$   623.74		$   570.79		$   1,211.01		$   1,313.94		$   333.33		$   282.03		$   497.70		$   1,275.93		$   115,000.00		7.5

				19		2		106.37		GS21		7600		$   0.18		$   3,800.00		$   16.48		$   658.39		$   570.79		$   1,245.66		$   1,351.54		$   333.33		$   297.70		$   525.35		$   1,397.96		$   115,000.00		6.9

				20		2		106.37		GS21		8000		$   0.17		$   4,000.00		$   16.48		$   693.04		$   570.79		$   1,280.31		$   1,389.14		$   333.33		$   313.36		$   553.00		$   1,519.99		$   115,000.00		6.3

				21		3		159.56		GS21		8400		$   0.23		$   4,200.00		$   16.48		$   721.80		$   1,028.19		$   1,766.47		$   1,916.62		$   500.00		$   329.03		$   580.65		$   1,023.85		$   155,000.00		12.6

				22		3		159.56		GS21		8800		$   0.22		$   4,400.00		$   16.48		$   750.57		$   1,028.19		$   1,795.24		$   1,947.83		$   500.00		$   344.70		$   608.29		$   1,151.77		$   155,000.00		11.2

				23		3		159.56		GS21		9200		$   0.22		$   4,600.00		$   16.48		$   779.33		$   1,028.19		$   1,824.00		$   1,979.04		$   500.00		$   360.37		$   635.94		$   1,279.69		$   155,000.00		10.1

				24		3		159.56		GS21		9600		$   0.21		$   4,800.00		$   16.48		$   808.10		$   1,028.19		$   1,852.76		$   2,010.25		$   500.00		$   376.04		$   663.59		$   1,407.60		$   155,000.00		9.2

				25		3		159.56		GS21		10000		$   0.20		$   5,000.00		$   16.48		$   836.86		$   1,028.19		$   1,881.53		$   2,041.46		$   500.00		$   391.71		$   691.24		$   1,535.52		$   155,000.00		8.4

				26		3		159.56		GS21		10400		$   0.20		$   5,200.00		$   16.48		$   865.62		$   1,028.19		$   1,910.29		$   2,072.67		$   500.00		$   407.37		$   718.89		$   1,663.44		$   155,000.00		7.8

				27		3		159.56		GS21		10800		$   0.19		$   5,400.00		$   16.48		$   894.39		$   1,028.19		$   1,939.06		$   2,103.88		$   500.00		$   423.04		$   746.54		$   1,791.36		$   155,000.00		7.2

				28		3		159.56		GS21		11200		$   0.19		$   5,600.00		$   16.48		$   923.15		$   1,028.19		$   1,967.82		$   2,135.09		$   500.00		$   438.71		$   774.19		$   1,919.28		$   155,000.00		6.7

				29		3		159.56		GS21		11600		$   0.19		$   5,800.00		$   16.48		$   951.92		$   1,028.19		$   1,996.58		$   2,166.29		$   500.00		$   454.38		$   801.84		$   2,047.19		$   155,000.00		6.3



				Scenario 3 (Quebec BR)

				Number of charge event per day		Number of DCFCs		Peak demand (kW)		Use factor		Monthly Energy consumption (kWh)		Monthly Energy consumption related to the first 50 kW (kWh)		Monthly energy consumption abover 50 kW (kWh)		Average cost per kWh		Monthly gross revenue		Monthly cost of energy before taxes		Monthly cost of energy including taxes		Monthly Opex (Maintenance & networking fee)		Monthly taxes to remit		Monthly administration fee on payment perception		Monthly  profit before CAPEX amortisatiom		CAPEX to amortize		Number of years to amortize CAPEX (@ 0% interest)

				1		1		53.19		1.04%		400		376.01		23.99		$   0.11		$   200.00		$   44.85		$   48.67		$   166.67		$   15.67		$   27.65		-$   58.65		$   75,000.00		Never

				2		1		53.19		2.09%		800		752.02		47.98		$   0.11		$   400.00		$   89.71		$   97.33		$   166.67		$   31.34		$   55.30		$   49.36		$   75,000.00		126.61

				3		1		53.19		3.13%		1200		1,128.03		71.97		$   0.11		$   600.00		$   137.69		$   149.39		$   166.67		$   47.00		$   82.95		$   153.99		$   75,000.00		40.59

				4		1		53.19		4.18%		1600		1,504.04		95.96		$   0.11		$   800.00		$   183.58		$   199.19		$   166.67		$   62.67		$   110.60		$   260.87		$   75,000.00		23.96

				5		1		53.19		5.22%		2000		1,880.05		119.95		$   0.11		$   1,000.00		$   229.48		$   248.98		$   166.67		$   78.34		$   138.25		$   367.76		$   75,000.00		16.99

				6		1		53.19		6.27%		2400		2,256.06		143.94		$   0.11		$   1,200.00		$   275.37		$   298.78		$   166.67		$   94.01		$   165.90		$   474.64		$   75,000.00		13.17

				7		1		53.19		7.31%		2800		2,632.07		167.93		$   0.11		$   1,400.00		$   321.27		$   348.58		$   166.67		$   109.68		$   193.55		$   581.53		$   75,000.00		10.7

				8		1		53.19		8.36%		3200		3,008.08		191.92		$   0.11		$   1,600.00		$   367.17		$   398.38		$   166.67		$   125.35		$   221.20		$   688.41		$   75,000.00		9.1

				9		1		53.19		9.40%		3600		3,384.09		215.91		$   0.11		$   1,800.00		$   413.06		$   448.17		$   166.67		$   141.01		$   248.85		$   795.30		$   75,000.00		7.9

				10		1		53.19		10.45%		4000		3,760.11		239.89		$   0.11		$   2,000.00		$   458.96		$   497.97		$   166.67		$   156.68		$   276.50		$   902.18		$   75,000.00		6.9

				11		2		106.37		5.75%		4400		3,722.50		677.50		$   0.12		$   2,200.00		$   544.44		$   590.71		$   333.33		$   172.35		$   304.15		$   799.46		$   115,000.00		12.0

				12		2		106.37		6.27%		4800		4,060.91		739.09		$   0.12		$   2,400.00		$   593.93		$   644.41		$   333.33		$   188.02		$   331.80		$   902.44		$   115,000.00		10.6

				13		2		106.37		6.79%		5200		4,399.32		800.68		$   0.12		$   2,600.00		$   643.42		$   698.12		$   333.33		$   203.69		$   359.45		$   1,005.42		$   115,000.00		9.5

				14		2		106.37		7.31%		5600		4,737.73		862.27		$   0.12		$   2,800.00		$   692.92		$   751.82		$   333.33		$   219.35		$   387.10		$   1,108.40		$   115,000.00		8.6

				15		2		106.37		7.83%		6000		5,076.14		923.86		$   0.12		$   3,000.00		$   742.41		$   805.52		$   333.33		$   235.02		$   414.75		$   1,211.38		$   115,000.00		7.9

				16		2		106.37		8.36%		6400		5,414.55		985.45		$   0.12		$   3,200.00		$   791.91		$   859.22		$   333.33		$   250.69		$   442.40		$   1,314.36		$   115,000.00		7.3

				17		2		106.37		8.88%		6800		5,752.96		1,047.04		$   0.12		$   3,400.00		$   841.40		$   912.92		$   333.33		$   266.36		$   470.05		$   1,417.34		$   115,000.00		6.8

				18		2		106.37		9.40%		7200		6,091.37		1,108.63		$   0.12		$   3,600.00		$   890.90		$   966.62		$   333.33		$   282.03		$   497.70		$   1,520.32		$   115,000.00		6.3

				19		2		106.37		9.92%		7600		6,429.78		1,170.22		$   0.12		$   3,800.00		$   940.39		$   1,020.32		$   333.33		$   297.70		$   525.35		$   1,623.30		$   115,000.00		5.9

				20		2		106.37		10.45%		8000		6,768.19		1,231.81		$   0.12		$   4,000.00		$   989.88		$   1,074.02		$   333.33		$   313.36		$   553.00		$   1,726.28		$   115,000.00		5.6

				21		3		159.56		7.31%		8400		6,316.98		2,083.02		$   0.13		$   4,200.00		$   1,114.95		$   1,209.72		$   500.00		$   329.03		$   580.65		$   1,580.61		$   155,000.00		8.2

				22		3		159.56		7.66%		8800		6,617.79		2,182.21		$   0.13		$   4,400.00		$   1,168.04		$   1,267.32		$   500.00		$   344.70		$   608.29		$   1,679.68		$   155,000.00		7.7

				23		3		159.56		8.01%		9200		6,918.59		2,281.41		$   0.13		$   4,600.00		$   1,221.13		$   1,324.93		$   500.00		$   360.37		$   635.94		$   1,778.76		$   155,000.00		7.3

				24		3		159.56		8.36%		9600		7,219.40		2,380.60		$   0.13		$   4,800.00		$   1,274.22		$   1,382.53		$   500.00		$   376.04		$   663.59		$   1,877.84		$   155,000.00		6.9

				25		3		159.56		8.70%		10000		7,520.21		2,479.79		$   0.13		$   5,000.00		$   1,327.32		$   1,440.14		$   500.00		$   391.71		$   691.24		$   1,976.91		$   155,000.00		6.5

				26		3		159.56		9.05%		10400		7,821.02		2,578.98		$   0.13		$   5,200.00		$   1,380.41		$   1,497.74		$   500.00		$   407.37		$   718.89		$   2,075.99		$   155,000.00		6.2

				27		3		159.56		9.40%		10800		8,121.83		2,678.17		$   0.13		$   5,400.00		$   1,433.50		$   1,555.35		$   500.00		$   423.04		$   746.54		$   2,175.07		$   155,000.00		5.9

				28		3		159.56		9.75%		11200		8,422.64		2,777.36		$   0.13		$   5,600.00		$   1,486.59		$   1,612.95		$   500.00		$   438.71		$   774.19		$   2,274.14		$   155,000.00		5.7

				29		3		159.56		10.10%		11600		8,723.44		2,876.56		$   0.13		$   5,800.00		$   1,539.69		$   1,670.56		$   500.00		$   454.38		$   801.84		$   2,373.22		$   155,000.00		5.4
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